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Rare–earth monopnictide alloys for tunable, epitaxial

metals

Erica Michelle Krivoy, Ph.D.
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Supervisor: Seth R. Bank

A variety of benefits motivate the development of epitaxial metals,

among which include the ability to design fully integrated layer structures

where metallic films and nanostructures can be embedded into the cores of op-

toelectronic devices. Applications include high–performance tunnel–junctions,

epitaxial transparent Ohmic contacts, photomixer material, and thermoelectrics.

Additionally, the integration of metallic nanostructures and films into opto-

electronic devices has shown potential for improving device performance and

functionality through sub–wavelength confinement of plasmonic modes and

enhancement of light/matter interactions.

The rare-earth monopnictide (RE–V) material system can be inte-

grated epitaxially with conventional zincblende III–V substrates under normal

growth conditions, resulting in high–quality, thermodynamically stable inter-

faces. The RE–V semimetals span a range of optical, electrical, and structural

properties, making them ideal for integration into III–V–based optoelectronic

devices and applications.
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In this dissertation, high–quality epitaxial LuAs, LaAs and La
x

Lu1�x

As

films and nanostructures were grown and characterized for their structural,

electrical, optical, and plasmonic properties. Through a sweep of alloy film

compositions of the RE–V alloy material La
x

Lu1�x

As, the ability to produce

tunable epitaxial metals was demonstrated, with a range of peak transmission

spectra from near– to mid–infrared wavelengths, plasmonic response in the

mid–infrared, moderate resistivity, and lattice–matching potential to many

relevant III–V substrates.

Additionally, there is a great deal of interest in developing techniques

to produce optoelectronic devices that are not restricted by substrate lattice

constant. Many epitaxial approaches have been tried, with moderate success;

however, growing low defect–density heteroepitaxial materials with di↵ering

crystal structures and highly–mismatched lattice parameters is extremely chal-

lenging, and such structures su↵er from poor thermal properties and reliability

issues. A general approach is needed for thin metamorphic bu↵er layers with

minimal threading dislocations that simultaneously have low thermal resis-

tance for e↵ective heat–sinking and device reliability. An investigation was

conducted into the use of RE–V nanostructure superlattices towards the re-

duction of dislocation density in highly–mismatched III–V systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation for metal/semiconductor integration

A variety of benefits motivate the development of epitaxial metals,

among which include the ability to design fully integrated layer structures

where metallic films and nanostructures can be embedded into the cores of op-

toelectronic devices. Applications include high–performance tunnel–junctions [91],

epitaxial transparent contacts [27], photomixer material [18], and thermo-

electrics [41]. Additionally, the integration of metallic nanostructures and

films into optoelectronic devices has shown potential for improving device per-

formance and functionality through sub–wavelength confinement of plasmonic

modes and enhancement of light/matter interactions. In particular, plasmonic

structures in the infrared are desirable for applications including sensing and

communications.

1.2 Rare–earth monopnictide semimetals

Many of the rare–earth monopnictides (RE–V) are rocksalt semimetals

and can be epitaxially integrated with III–V semiconductors as nanostruc-

tures and films [71]. Additionally, it has been shown that ErAs films can be
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overgrown with high–quality III–V material via a nanoparticle–seeded growth

technique [14], providing a path towards the integration of epitaxial metallic

films into the core of device structures. Furthermore, RE–V alloys can be

used for the development of tunable, epitaxial metallic films and nanostruc-

tures having widely varying structural, electrical, and optical properties, with

the potential to integrate designer metals into III–V heterostructures devices.

These tunable metals would have the freedom to lattice–match across vari-

ous relevant substrates and tune optical transparency windows and plasmonic

response, all while maintaining moderate resistivity and carrier mobility.

1.3 RE–V–enhanced optoelectronic devices

Er–V nanostructures have been previously demonstrated to enhance

a variety of high–quality epitaxial devices. ErAs, possibly the most studied

of the RE–Vs to date, has a relatively high density of states, and tends to

pin the Fermi level when it is incorporated into conventional III–V matrices

as nanostructures. This can be exploited to enhance a variety of structures;

for instance, to produce high–e�ciency tunnel junctions [91]. Superlattices of

these RE–V/III–V materials can be useful for a variety of applications, includ-

ing thermoelectrics, where the material system combines high electron mobil-

ity with low electron conductivity (aided by the presence of the semimetallic

nanoparticles) [41]. Other applications include photomixer material, exploit-

ing the high carrier mobility of InGaAs while using the RE–V nanostructures

as fast recombination centers leading to short carrier lifetimes [18]. Complete
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films of the RE–Vs have been proposed for epitaxial transparent contacts [27]

and Schottky diodes [2], [62]. Because of the promising results from Er–V

materials, it is of interest to explore the full range of the RE–Vs to develop

materials systems spanning a range of III–V substrate lattice parameters. Ex-

changing the RE element in the RE–V material, thereby altering the band

structure and potentially the band alignments to III–V materials, has impor-

tant implications for material characteristics; including free carrier concentra-

tion, resistivity, and optical properties.

1.4 RE–V–based metamorphic bu↵er layers

There is a great deal of interest in developing techniques to produce op-

toelectronic devices that are not restricted by substrate lattice constant. Many

epitaxial approaches have been tried, with moderate success; however, growing

low defect–density heteroepitaxial materials with di↵ering crystal structures

and highly–mismatched lattice parameters is extremely challenging. In gen-

eral, growing highly–mismatched epitaxial layers requires balancing the pro-

cess that o↵ers the lowest defect densities and best transport properties (ie,

compositionally graded bu↵er layers), while optimizing the thermal properties.

Previous approaches include the non–epitaxial wafer–bonding technique [89],

and epitaxial approaches including: uniform bu↵er layers [75], continuously

and step graded bu↵er layers [1], superlattice bu↵er layers [67], lateral epi-

taxial overgrowth [50], patterned templates [21], and interfacial misfit array

(IMF) relaxation [31]. The interfacial misfit array (IMF) technique is the most
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promising approach currently to realize device–quality metamorphic bu↵er

layers. In the IMF technique, the lattice mismatch is relaxed at the het-

erointerface by a periodic array of 90� misfit dislocations that are constrained

to the interface and therefore cannot thread up to the wafer surface. Room–

temperature, electrically–injected GaSb lasers have been demonstrated on IMF

GaSb/GaAs [69]. We detail, in Appendix D, an optimized technique for grow-

ing InAs on GaAs, and show evidence of IMF formation at the heterointerface.

However, only a certain fraction of the strain relaxation can occur through the

formation of 90� dislocations, and it appears that no amount of optimiza-

tion can entirely prevent the formation of a lower limit density of 60� misfit

dislocations. A general approach is needed that enables thin metamorphic

bu↵er layers with minimal threading dislocations that additionally provides

low thermal resistance for e↵ective heat–sinking and device reliability. We

will present, in Chapter 6, the work completed towards exploring the use of

RE–V nanostructure superlattices towards the reduction of dislocation density

in highly mismatched systems. We explore the GaSb/GaAs system using ErSb

nanoparticles, as well as the InAs/GaAs system using LuAs nanoparticles.

1.5 Metallic nanostructures and films for plasmonics

As the scaling down of feature sizes in the semiconductor industry ap-

pears to be approaching its limit, alternative ways of miniaturizing components

and maximizing processing capacity are needed. One such alternative tech-

nology, plasmonics, has the potential to provide this necessary advancement.
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A surface plasmon is induced when light interacts with a metal, and the local-

ized density of free electrons within the metal oscillate on the surface of the

metal. These surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes can couple light into

the metal surface, and can be manipulated to enhance the light–matter inter-

actions and allow for confinement of light to areas that are smaller than the

di↵raction limit. Additionally, it can also locally enhance the electromagnetic

field density. The ability to enhance locally light–matter interaction by orders

of magnitude make plasmonics particularly interesting for sensors, where the

sensitivity would be enhanced greatly by the presence of plasmonic nanostruc-

tures. Another application for plasmonics is for the miniaturization of optical

components. Current technologies are bulky and have a low–packing fraction,

especially when looking to do on–chip integration. Plasmonics can be utilized

to overcome the limitations of the di↵raction limit (where optical components

must be larger than the wavelength of the light being utilized). There are many

materials, other than conventional metals such as gold and silver, that have

(or can be modified through doping and growth conditions to have) metallic

properties. These new materials oftentimes have advantages over conventional

metals because of device performance, ease of fabrication/integration into de-

vices, and tunability of properties.

Traditionally, integration of metal/semimetallic materials (gold, silver,

indium tin oxide, etc.) into semiconductor photonic devices has been restricted

to the device periphery, due to the non–epitaxial nature of the material sys-

tems [86]. As an epitaxial alternative, heavily–doped semiconductors, such as
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InAs [46] and silicon [77], are being explored for their plasmonic properties;

however, although these materials are epitaxial, they are still limited in wave-

length range (InAs) and in compatibility with III–V materials (silicon). Ad-

ditionally, extensive work has been conducted into the growth and characteri-

zation of the ternary II–VI materials, ZnCdTe [20] and HgCdTe [10],[48],[74],

in their semimetallic regimes, and the dependence of structural, optical, and

electrical properties on composition. However, these material systems are dif-

ficult to integrate with conventional III–V substrates because of large lattice

mismatch and incompatible growth parameters. Recently, epitaxial silver has

been shown to exhibit excellent plasmonic properties [47]; however, seamless

integration with III–V semiconductors remains an active area of study. The

inability of current approaches to o↵er the flexibility of epitaxial integration

into III–V–based optoelectronic devices, response in the mid–infrared (3–5

µm), and wavelength tunability, motivates this study.

In Section 5.4 we will go in–depth into a discussion of the RE–V alloy

material system for plasmonic metals, and present it as a viable pathway

towards achieving the following: carrier concentrations that allow for mid–

infrared plasma frequencies (carrier concentrations ranging 1020–1021 cm�3),

low interband loss, moderately high carrier mobility, epitaxial integration, and

tunable plasmonic properties accessible through composition.
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1.6 Organization of dissertation

The structure of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 will introduce the

rare–earth monopnictide (RE–V) material system that will form the basis of

the investigations presented in this dissertation. Chapter 3 will give a basic

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) tutorial, focusing on fundamental vacuum sci-

ence, characterization techniques, and growth parameters. Chapters 4,5,6 will

then present the novel work conducted. Chapter 4 will explore the growth

and characterization of novel RE–V materials, focusing on LuAs and LaAs

films and nanostructures. Particular focus will be paid towards the potential

for integration of these materials into optoelectronic and plasmonic devices,

and will go into detail about growth challenges for their implementation and

techniques for achieving integration. Chapter 5 will demonstrate, with the

growth of high–quality La
x

Lu1�x

As films, the ability to produce tunable epi-

taxial metals, with a range of peak transmission spectra from near– to mid–IR

wavelengths, moderate resistivity, and lattice–matching potential to many rel-

evant III–V substrates. This investigation demonstrates the potential to use

the RE–V alloys for designer epitaxial metals. Finally, there will be a discus-

sion in Chapter 6 on the use of RE–V nanostructure superlattices as a novel

route towards achieving high–quality, low defect density, metamorphic epitax-

ial layers that o↵er repeatability, reliable device performance, and low thermal

resistance.
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Chapter 2

Rare–earth monopnictide integration into
III–V–based optoelectronics

2.1 RE–V nanostructures and films for III–V–based op-
toelectronic device applications

An epitaxial approach to metal/semiconductor integrated devices o↵ers

new paradigms for the design of devices. The rare–earth monopnictides (RE–

V) are a group of epitaxial semimetals composed of the lanthanide series with

group–V elements (N, As, Sb and Bi). The lattice parameters of the RE–Vs

allow for lattice–matching across a range of conventional III–V semiconductor

substrates with careful selection of RE and group–V element.

2.2 RE–V nanostructure growth

The growth of the RE–V nanostructures on III–V surfaces occurs through

an embedded growth mode, as studied by Schultz et al., which is driven by the

relative thermodynamic stabilities and di↵usivities of the two materials [72].

In general, the RE–Vs have much more negative enthalpies of formation, mak-

ing them more favorable to form and allowing for the RE atom to break the

III–V bonds in order to form as embedded nanostructures within the surface

of the III–V layer [12]. The growth mode of the RE–V nanostructures can-
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not be easily defined by any of the conventional growth modes (Frank–van

der Merwe, Volmer–Weber, or Stranski–Krastanov growth), where growth is

dictated by strain between the epitaxial layers, and di↵erences in the surface,

bulk, and interfacial energies of formation. Rather, the growth is identified as

a “modified” Volmer–Weber, where the RE–V nanostructures form partially

embedded into the III–V surface. The amount of embedding of the RE–V

into the III–V has been shown to be dependent on growth conditions such as

substrate temperature and group–V overpressure [72]. The growth of III–V

on complete RE–V films occurs in the Volmer-Weber growth mode due to the

mismatch in surface energies between the respective materials; however, stud-

ies have shown that while RE–V wets to III–V, the converse is not necessarily

the case. This leads to the nucleation of III–V islands on the RE–V with mis-

matched rotational symmetries (Figure 2.1), which coalesce together and form

Group III 
RE 
Group V 

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the (001) crystalline configurations of the two possi-
ble III–V zincblende rotational phases (top) and the RE–V rocksalt symmetry
(bottom).

a continuous film with stacking faults and anti-phase domains at the island
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boundaries (Figure 2.2). However, by maintaining the surface coverage of the

 Nanoparticles  Film 

III-V 

III-V 

III-V III-V 

III-V 

RE-V 

Figure 2.2: Illustration demonstrating the growth of embedded nanostructures
of RE–V in III–V (left) and of a complete RE–V film (right), showing the for-
mation of anti-phase domains (APDs) in the III-V overgrowth of the complete
RE–V film.

RE–V nanostructures low, defect–free III–V overgrowth can be achieved by

seeding the growth with the underlying layers. This method allows for reg-

istry to the III–V substrate and leads to high–quality, defect–free epitaxy. A

more detailed discussion of the wetting di↵erences between RE–V/III–V and

III–V/RE–V can be found in J.M.O Zide’s doctoral dissertation [92]. A layer

structure of a GaAs/ErAs/AlAs superlattice was grown for cross–sectional

TEM to observe the embedding of di↵erent monolayer (ML) depositions of

nanoparticles into the GaAs and AlAs film [43]. Growth temperature was

raised as the superlattice was grown, to study how the nanoparticle embed-

ding is a↵ected by temperature. Scanning transmission electron microscopy

(STEM) was used to perform energy dispersive X–ray spectroscopy (EDS),
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seen in Figure 2.3. We observe similar embedding of the nanoparticles into

Growth direction 

40 nm 

0.
5 

M
L 

0.
25
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L 
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L 

Figure 2.3: Energy dispersive X–ray spectroscopy (EDS) image of a super-
lattice stack of AlAs (green) /GaAs (red) with ErAs nanoparticles (blue) of
varying monolayer (ML) deposition embedded at the interfaces.

both the GaAs and AlAs layers as what is observed by Schultz et al. [72],

[36]. The upper layers of the structure begin to become non–planar, poten-

tially because of non–ideal growth conditions and roughening due to elevated

temperature.

2.3 Incorporation regimes of RE into III–V layers

A discussion of the di↵erent incorporation regimes of erbium into GaAs

is presented here, in order to preface the discussion of the nanoparticle–seeded

buried RE–V films in Section 2.5. The co–deposition of erbium and GaAs has

been investigated and reported under various growth conditions [71], [7], [26],
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[33]. Two main growth regimes, as normalized to equivalent III–V growth

rates and substrate temperatures, are identified: first, incorporation using low

erbium fluxes; and second, using high erbium fluxes. At low erbium fluxes,

erbium segregates to the growth surface and incorporation is kinetically lim-

ited. By increasing the erbium flux into the high flux regime, the surface

concentration exceeds a critical areal density and nanoparticle formation will

occur in the form of precipitates/nanostructures. Additional surface erbium

will then preferentially di↵use to the nanoparticles, resulting in large nanopar-

ticles that extend into interconnected networks of particles and ultimately into

complete films. Low erbium fluxes result in erbium incorporation at substitu-

tional sites and allow for RE–based doping of III–V bulk layers, whereas high

erbium fluxes result in erbium incorporation at interstitial sites and result in

rocksalt precipitates [7]. The nanoparticle growth regime, an extension of the

high erbium–doped growth, can be manipulated by changing growth condi-

tions (i.e., temperature and arsenic overpressure) to modify the appearance

(spherical vs. pancake) and incorporation of the nanoparticles (ie., depth of

embedding into III–V matrix). By maintaining a low surface coverage of the

nanoparticles, the III–V overgrowth can be seeded by the exposed lower layer

of III–V, thus maintaining registry to the rotational symmetry of the substrate

and preventing the formation of APDs. It is important to note that the en-

thalpies of formation for the RE–V compounds decrease as the group–V atom

size increases [71]. This implies that RE–Bi would be less favorable to form

and/or less stable in III–Bi than RE–P in III–P. Additionally, the enthalpies
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of formation of the RE–V compounds show larger variations with the group–V

element than do the III–V compounds. This could potentially allow for mixed

group–V growths, where the group–V element used in the rocksalt RE–V is

di↵erent than that of the group–V element in the III–V matrix. For exam-

ple, RE–P/GaAs would probably be stable against significant P–As exchange

whereas RE–Bi/InP would not [71],[12]. This could also be significant in the

choice of group–V used for growing ternary and quarternary RE–V alloys, as

will be discussed in Chapter 5.

2.4 Parasitic incorporation of erbium into III–V

Through e↵orts to incorporate erbium nanostructures into optical–

quality structures, it was shown that parasitic erbium on the growth surface

severely degrades the photoluminescence quality of quantum wells. This ef-

fect was first observed by Jourdan et al. [35], and through investigation by

Crook et al. [13] a method for utilizing surface nanoparticles to sink erbium

floating on the growth surface was developed to greatly reduce the e↵ects of

parasitic erbium in optical layers of devices. A more thorough discussion of

these methods is discussed in Appendix B.

2.5 Nanoparticle–seeded growth method

As previously mentioned, the overgrowth of RE–V complete films with

III–V materials has been limited because of poor material quality [61]. In order

to fully exploit the semimetallic properties and incorporation potential of the
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RE–V material system, a method was needed to growing embedded films while

maintaining high–quality III–V overgrowth [14]. Additionally, Zimmerman

et al. gives more details of the high–temperature growth of RE–V nanopar-

ticles using partial III–V caps for the island–stacking growth technique [94].

The first incorporation regime, at high RE flux, is utilized to intentionally

deposit RE–V nanoparticles on the III–V surface, partially embedded in the

III–V matrix, and then followed by depositing a thin III–V spacer layer of

an optimal thickness of approximately 1 nm. The sample is then heated to

600 �C to enhance RE di↵usion, and a lower RE flux (low flux incorporation

regime) is used to di↵use RE atoms through the spacer layer to incorporate

at the previously formed nanoparticles. The nanoparticles grow laterally and

form into a highly dense interconnected network and then finally into an elec-

trically continuous film. Because the III–V thin cap layer maintains registry

to the underlying substrate, III–V overgrowth can subsequently proceed with-

out APD formation. Figure 2.4 shows a STEM EDS image of a superlattice

stack of embedded ErAs films grown by the nanoparticle–seeded method. The

growth proceeded by increasing the number of monolayers that were deposited

with each ErAs layer, and 50 nm of GaAs were grown between the films. We

can see the concentration of the Er signature (red dots) increase in density

with the increasing ML deposition, and that, in the highest deposition case,

the high angle annular dark field (HAADF) image appears to show a delocal-

ization of the ErAs in the 11 ML case, where a possible secondary layer of

ErAs has formed. This nanoparticle–seeded embedded film technique could
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Figure 2.4: Electron dispersive X–ray spectroscopy (EDS) image of a superlat-
tice stack of embedded ErAs films with increasing monolayer (ML) deposition.
The high–angle annual dark field (HAADF) image superimposed over the EDS
image (left) shows some anomalies in the growth of the 11 ML layer. Density
of ErAs (red) increasing with deposition (right), and becomes less localized at
the higher depositions suggesting a possible secondary layer.

become useful in future work for integrating RE–V alloy films into the core of

optoelectronic and plasmonically–enhanced devices. More discussion of this

can be found in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is an ultra–high vacuum (UHV) epi-

taxial crystal growth technique developed by J.R. Arthur and Alfred Y. Cho

at Bell Laboratories in the late 1960s [9]. MBE systems typically operate

with background pressures in the 10�10-10�11 Torr regime. The low back-

ground pressures possible with these systems increase the mean free path of

adatoms to meter length–scales on average. Additionally, because of the pu-

rity of vacuum in the growth chamber, very slow growth rates are possible

without risking high levels of background dopants and contaminants incorpo-

rating into the epitaxial layers. This chapter will go into further detail about

MBE systems, growth by MBE, and the characterization techniques used in

this dissertation.

3.1 Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of an MBE growth chamber. A liquid–

nitrogen cooled cryo–shroud surrounds a heated substrate manipulator in or-

der to locally reduce the background concentration of residual gases around

the sample. Pumps (not shown) are additionally used to maintain system
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Figure 3.1: Growth chamber of a molecular beam epitaxy system, as depicted
most closely resembles a Veeco Mod. Gen. II growth chamber. (Image credit:
R. Engel–Herbert, Penn State)

pressure, which can be isolated from the chamber with gate valves. Standard

growth chamber pumps include cryogenic pumps and ion pumps. Material

is evaporated from solid source e↵usion cells, and the molecular “beams” of

atoms exiting the cells are controlled by the modulation of mechanical shut-

ters that block the beams from line–of–sight to the growing substrate. By

combining multiple constituent atomic beams together, alloys are formed on

the growing substrate. Very slow growth rates (0.5–3 Å/sec) are implemented

to give atomic layer control of the epitaxial layers. The long mean free path

which is possible because of low background pressure allows the adatoms to

migrate along the surface until they find energetically favorable lattice sites.

The heated substrate manipulator rotates with continuous azimuthal rotation

during growth, to ensure even coverage of the wafer surface by all elements.
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Group–III elements (Al, Ga, In) have low vapor pressures at growth temper-

atures (300–700 �C) and are typically assumed to have unity–sticking coe�-

cients, meaning that every atom that reaches the substrate will incorporate

into the growing lattice. On the other hand, group–V elements (N, P, As, Sb,

Bi) have non–unity sticking coe�cients, owing to their higher vapor pressures

at growth temperature, and must be supplied in excess in order to maintain

a group–V stabilized growth surface. Because the group–III elements have

unity–sticking, they are assumed to control the growth rate, while the excess

group–V overpressures that are not incorporated are ultimately pumped out of

the chamber. Group–III fluxes, or the number of atoms hitting the substrate,

are therefore used to calibrate growth rates. The fluxes are measured using

a tungsten ion gauge that is positioned, for the purpose of measuring fluxes,

where the substrate surface will be during growth. A more detailed discussion

of flux measurements can be found in Section 3.4. The samples for this dis-

sertation were grown on two MBE systems, which are connected in vacuum

in order to facilitate split–machine growths. System Bravo, a Varian Gen. II

MBE system, is outfitted with group–III elements (Al, Ga, and In) evaporated

from Veeco SUMO thermal e↵usion cells, group–V elements (As and Sb) from

Veeco valved–cracker sources that utilize a precision valve positioner to reg-

ulate flux, and erbium e↵used from a Veeco 10cc high–temperature e↵usion

cell. System Echo, an EPI Gen. II MBE system, is outfitted with group–

III elements (Ga and In) evaporated from Veeco SUMO thermal e↵usion cells,

group–V element (As) from a Veeco valved–cracker source, and two rare–earth
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elements (Lu and La) from Veeco 10cc high–temperature e↵usion cells. Addi-

tionally, both systems have Si and Be dopant cells, and Bi in thermal e↵usion

cells.

3.2 Reflection high–energy electron di↵raction (RHEED)

The most common in situ characterization technique for MBE growth

diagnostics is reflection high–energy electron di↵raction (RHEED). More de-

tailed accounts of RHEED can be found in A.Y. Cho’s Molecular Beam Epi-

taxy book. RHEED is surface sensitive and gives insight into the morphology

of the growing epitaxial surface. It is an indicator, though not an absolute mea-

surement, of surface roughness/smoothness and reconstruction. In general, a

smooth surface appears in RHEED with a streaky pattern (Figure 3.2(a)),

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2: Reflection high–energy electron di↵raction (RHEED) patterns, (a)
streaky, smooth 1x1 pattern and (b) spotty, rough 1x1 pattern (both of LuAs
on GaAs substrates).

while a roughened surface (or, for example, quantum dot formation) exhibits

a spotty pattern (Figure 3.2(b)). Additionally, fractional di↵raction spots in

the RHEED pattern can give information about the growing surface recon-
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struction and can identify growth regimes based on growth conditions.

3.3 Sample preparation

An accurate and repeatable determination of substrate temperature

during growth is essential in order to compare samples grown on di↵erent days

and on di↵erent MBE systems. This will be especially important for optimizing

the InAs/GaAs metamorphic growths detailed in Chapter 6. For this reason,

a repeatable sample mounting and temperature measurement technique was

utilized. This technique involves setting up sample heating in such a way so

that it is (nominally) entirely radiative. Veeco recommends a sample mounting

technique (Figure 3.3) where the wafer piece is held lightly between two spring

Figure 3.3: Veeco sample mounting technique utilizing two spring plates to
suspend the wafer piece with minimal contact and a spring clip to hold the
plates in place. (Image credit: Veeco Instruments, Inc.)
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plates. For a particular substrate temperature (as measured reflectively by a

pyrometer), the corresponding thermocouple temperatures were measured to

be within 5 �C of each other for multiple samples.

3.4 Flux measurements and calculations

Careful flux measurements can assist in repeatable growth by ensuring

equivalent growth rates between growth days and samples. As mentioned pre-

viously, Group–III elements are assumed to have a unity–sticking coe�cient,

and therefore, the fluxes measured of these elements are a good approximation

of a set growth rate between experiments. The measurement of flux by the

beam flux ionization gauge (the ion gauge facing the sources) is in fact, more

appropriately called the beam equivalent pressure or BEP. This value is a rel-

ative measurement between the elements, depending not only on the number

of atoms hitting the gauge, but also on the atomic mass of the atom and the

temperature of the e↵usion cell. Additionally, beam flux gauge readings can

vary with respect to gauges in di↵erent MBE growth chambers. Equation 3.1

flux ⇠ BEPp
m⇤kT

(3.1)

shows the relationship between BEP and flux, where m⇤ is the atomic mass

in amu, T is the cell temperature in Kelvin, and k is Boltzmann’s constant.

For group–V overpressures, this dissertation reports V/III and V/RE ratios

in terms of BEP. One limitation of flux measurements, specific to the rare–

earth investigations, is that some of the rare–earth elements have been found
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to poison tungsten ion gauges. When the ion gauge is exposed directly to a

lanthanum flux, the gauge dims in appearance, and no longer reads accurate

pressures. This may be as result of coating of the gauge with lanthanum,

altering its work function. The damage to the ion gauge can be reversed by

performing a degas procedure on the gauge (refer to the SRS ion gauge con-

troller manual for proper setup of the degas procedure). While this resolves

the poisoning, it is not recommended to be done frequently, as a degas pro-

cedure will drastically reduce the lifetime of the gauge. Instead of taking flux

measurements for La, a thick film of the RE–V material was grown and cross–

sectional TEM was used to measure the thickness, allowing for a growth rate

to be extracted. Other known RE elements that poison the beam flux gauge

include terbium and cerium (from conversations with collaborators).

3.5 Characterization techniques

Relevant characterization techniques used in the course of the disser-

tation research are briefly discussed here. A tutorial on transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) sample preparation and basic imaging techniques can be

found in Appendix C.

3.5.1 Photoluminescence (PL)

Photoluminescence (PL) is a non–destructive optical characterization

technique. A more detailed review of PL can be found in Gfoerer [23]. Fig-

ure 3.4 illustrates a typical PL set up. A laser with photon energy greater
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Figure 3.4: Schematic showing photoluminescence (PL) setup.

than the semiconductor bandgap is used to optically pump the sample. The

photons are absorbed near the surface, within a few absorption lengths (actual

length depends on material being studied). Electron–hole pairs are generated

within the material, and then relax to the band edges. Some fraction of the

electron–hole pairs radiatively recombine and the emitted light is collected, dis-

persed through a spectrometer, and finally the emission spectrum is measured

at a detector. Luminescence e�ciency is sensitive to material defects, such

that large concentrations of non–radiative recombination centers will limit the

amount of luminescence a sample can produce. This will be a critical point

when discussing the quality of the metamorphic bu↵er layers in Chapter 6.
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3.5.2 Transmission/reflection spectroscopy

Transmission and reflection spectroscopy are e↵ective, non–destructive

techniques used to measure the absorption features in bulk layers and nanocom-

posites. A schematic of the setup used in this dissertation can be seen in

Figure 3.5. The light–source for the measurements consists of two broadband

Broadband  
light source 

Spectrometer 

Photodetector 

CaF2 lens 
CaF2 lens 

Chopper 

Dichroic 
beamsplitter 

Long-wavelength 
bandpass filter 

Sample 

Mirror Mirror 

Mirror 

Transmission 

Reflectivity 

Figure 3.5: Schematic showing transmission/reflection setup.

sources: a tungsten lamp for 800–1600 nm measurements, and a carbon IR

glo–bar for measurements in the 1500–5000 nm range. Appropriate filters and

spectrometer gratings were chosen for the wavelength ranges. For reflectivity

measurements that extended past 5 µm, namely for the LaAs (Section 4.2)

and La
x

Lu1�x

As (Section 5.2) films, a FT–IR spectrometer was used (collabo-

rative work with Prof. Shvets in the Physics Department at UT Austin). The

transmission and reflectivity spectra can be used to characterize various ma-

terial properties including: peak transparency, interband absorption, Drude
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edge, and plasma frequency. These measurements were particularly relevant

for the characterization of the tunable properties of the La
x

Lu1�x

As alloys.

3.5.3 Structural characterization: X–ray di↵raction

X–ray di↵raction (XRD) and high–resolution XRD (HR–XRD) are

powerful tools for non–destructive structural characterization of samples. A

comprehensive tutorial on X–ray di↵raction techniques can be found in Moram

et al. [52]. Peaks in the di↵racted X–ray pattern occur when the di↵raction

angle meets the Bragg condition. The di↵raction vector geometry for !–2✓

scans is perpendicular to the wafer surface, which allows for the out–of–plane

lattice spacing to be measured. This can yield useful information about lattice

parameter, layer relaxation, periodicity of superlattices, composition, etc. For

this research, XRD !–2✓ (002) and (004) scans were used, as well as wide

angular range !–2✓ scans. Particularly in the investigation into the growth of

LaAs (Section 4.2), this technique proved invaluable in identifying the poly-

crystallinity of poorly grown LaAs (Figure 3.6), and led towards to the so-

lution for growing high–quality LaAs films. Additionally, (002) !–2✓ scans

of La
x

Lu1�x

As films procured the lattice constants and helped demonstrate

the linearity of lattice parameter in the alloy with composition (Section 5.2).

Kiessig fringes, which can be observed at low di↵raction angle (002) !–2✓ re-

flections, are useful for estimating film thickness [40]. The appearance of these

fringes, which result from an interference pattern established at the interface

of unlike materials, is also suggestive of good quality interfaces between the
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Figure 3.6: X–ray di↵raction (XRD) !–2✓ measurement of polycrystalline
LaAs on GaAs. (002), (004), and (006) reflections of GaAs identified, as well
as multiple crystalline orientations of LaAs, La2As, La4As3

heteroepitaxy. Kiessig fringes were observed, in this work, for the growth of

LaAs (Section 4.2), La
x

Lu1�x

As (Section 5.2), and epitaxial bismuth films

(Appendix A).

Reciprocal space maps (RSMs) provide further information of the re-

laxation, phase segregation, and dislocation density in epitaxial layers. A RSM

is a series of !–2✓ scans taken at di↵erent values of !. Asymmetric (224) plane

RSMs are most common because they give high signal intensities, however, for

a larger angular map the (115) plane can be used. Measurements are typically

plotted as intensity contour maps, which more clearly yield information about

the in–plane and out–of–plane spacing.
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3.5.4 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

The surface roughness of film surfaces can be characterized by tapping–

mode atomic force microscopy (AFM). A Veeco Dimension ICON atomic force

microscope was used in this dissertation to obtain surface topography images

at room–temperature and in ambient atmosphere. Specifically, a silicon probe

tip with an average spring constant of 42 N/m, a resonance frequency of 320

kHz, and typical tip radius of 8 nm was used for proximal probing. AFM was

used for a variety of measurements in this dissertation, including film roughness

of LaAs films grown with and without LuAs barrier layers (Section 4.2), and

for the surface roughness of the metamorphic bu↵er layers grown in Chapter 6.

3.5.5 Attenuated total reflectance (ATR)

ATR spectroscopy (Figure 3.7) allows for the coupling to the surface

plasmons via the geometry proposed by Otto [59]. This technique has previ-

ously been used to study surface phonon polaritons in polar dielectrics [57],

[78], [8]. Light incident in excess of the critical angle (⇥
c

= 24.6�) on a high–

refractive index ZnSe crystal undergoes a total internal reflection (TIR) with

a measured reflectance at the detector of unity. When a metallic sample with

a surface plasmon dispersion relation within the frequencies and wavevectors

accessible by the incident light is brought near the crystal, the evanescent wave

resulting from the TIR can couple energy into the surface plasmon mode via

evanescent coupling or frustrated total internal reflection. When this process

occurs, the measured reflectance signal drops below unity and exhibits a spec-
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Figure 3.7: Attenuated total reflectance schematic showing the coupling of the
evanescent wave from the TIR in the ZnSe crystal coupling into the surface
plasmon resonance of the epitaxial layer. The loss of energy from the TIR to
the surface plasmon mode is measured at the detector as a “dip” in intensity.
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tral dip at the frequencies which couple to the surface plasmon mode. For

the measurements that are reported in this dissertation, the following ATR

configuration was used: a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 FT–IR spectrome-

ter was coupled to a Continuum infrared microscope equipped with an ATR

objective. The objective illuminates a ZnSe (n = 2.4) crystal with a focused

beam of IR light an angle of 45 ± 5 degrees. A nano–positioning stage, fitted

with a pressure sensor, allows a sample to be brought within close proximity

to the ZnSe crystal with sub–micron spatial resolution. The reflected signal

is collected with an MgCdTe detector over the range of 650–6000 cm�1 with

a resolution of 4 cm�1. ATR spectra will be presented in Section 5.4 for the

La
x

Lu1�x

As films in order to ellucidate the tunable plasmonic properties of

these alloys.

3.5.6 Ellipsometry

Spectroscopic ellipsometry analysis results in measurements of film

thicknesses and refractive index (n = n + ik). The work of this dissertation

relied on ellipsometry measurements for calculating the absorption coe�cient

and ✏’,✏” for the RE–As alloy films. All the ellipsometry measurements pre-

sented in Chapter 5 were conducted in collaboration with Mr. Ron Synowicki

at the J.A. Woollam Corp. Inc. in Lincoln, Nebraska. Two systems were used

to conduct the measurements: the J.A. Woollam M–2000 for UV–VIS ellip-

sometry, and the IR–VASE for Near– to Far–IR ellipsometry measurements.

Between the two systems, a wavelength range of 0.037–6.47 eV (0.192 nm–33
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microns) was covered in the analysis. A GaAs substrate was also analyzed for

reference. For a more detailed description of ellipsometry, reference Yu and

Cardona (pages 306–310) and SPIE Proceedings by the J.A. Woollam Corp.

Inc. [34], [88]. Ellipsometry uses polarized light to characterize both thin films

and bulk materials. Light of a known polarization is incident on the surface

of the sample, and the reflected polarization is measured. This measurement

results in two values:  and �, which are related to the ratio of the Fresnel

reflection coe�cients R
p

and R
s

, for p– and s–polarized light, respectively.

The  and � data is then analyzed using a regression method to extract the

properties of interest. Using the proprietary WVASE32 software, fits were gen-

erated to the  –� data, and film thickness, n, and k values were extracted.

From the n and k values, the real and imaginary permittivity were generated,

and other absorption and loss related plasmonic properties are reported for

the RE–V alloys (Section 5.4).
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Chapter 4

Growth and characterization of LuAs and
LaAs films and nanostructures

4.1 Lutetium Arsenide (LuAs)

LuAs, being only 0.41% lattice-mismatched from GaAs, o↵ers the po-

tential for thick, coherent films, ideal for epitaxially-embedded transparent

contacts. When grown on the zincblende (100) GaAs, LuAs grows in the rock–

salt crystal structure and has a single thermodynamically stable phase [71],[24].

Additionally, as LuAs has a similar enthalpy of formation to that of ErAs [53],

growth is expected to be quite similar. Previously, Taylor et al. used a vapor–

solid reaction to synthesize LuAs to study its lattice parameter [81], and Tak-

agehara used the self–consistent augmented plane–wave method to calculate

the LuAs electronic band structure [79]. Palmstrøm et al. grew the first epi-

taxial LuAs films on GaAs using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [63], however,

its properties remain largely unexplored. The first growth and properties of

thick, 0.6 µm, LuAs films on GaAs, as well as of LuAs nanostructures embed-

ded epitaxially in GaAs is reported here. Subtle, yet promising, di↵erences

in electrical, optical, and structural properties are observed as compared with

the more carefully studied ErAs/GaAs system, including a peak transparency

window at ⇠1.3 µm. This, coupled with the inherent advantage that LuAs
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is the most closely lattice–matched RE–V binary to GaAs, makes LuAs com-

pelling for further investigation, particularly for buried, epitaxial transparent

contacts.

4.1.1 LuAs films

Thick films of LuAs on GaAs were grown first to explore LuAs as a po-

tential replacement for ErAs as epitaxial, nearly lattice–matched, transparent

contacts. An average room–temperature resistivity of 77 µ⌦-cm was found

for LuAs films of varying thicknesses, in agreement with the prior report by

Palmstrm et al. and comparable with values reported for ErAs (⇠40–70 µ⌦-

cm) [63], [71]. Temperature–dependent resistivity measurements of 10 mono-

layer (ML) and 600 nm LuAs films capped with 10 nm of GaAs to prevent

oxidation, plotted in Figure 4.1, show a variation in film resistivity over a tem-

perature range of 77–297 K of <20% for the 10 ML film, and a ⇠2x variation

in the 600 nm film. This decrease in resistivity with decreasing temperature is

consistent with semimetallic behavior. The di↵erence in variation in the two

films may be related to the influence of surface states in the thin film, which

are much less influential in the bulk, 600 nm film. A (115) reciprocal space

map, not shown, of the relaxed 0.6 µm film of LuAs indicated a single crys-

talline layer and minimal distribution of the in–plane lattice constant, with an

in–plane distribution full–width at half–maximum (FWHM) of <8000 ppm,

and an out–of–plane FWHM of <4200 ppm for the LuAs peak. The residual

strain observed in the LuAs thick film, possibly results from the ⇠2x di↵erence
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Figure 4.1: Temperature–dependent resistivity of a 10 ML LuAs film and a 600
nm LuAs film normalized by their room–temperature resistivity. Resistivity
variation of <20% from 77 K to 297 K is observed in the thin film, and ⇠2x
in the thick film. The negative temperature coe�cient observed is consistent
with semimetallic transport. .

in thermal expansion coe�cients between the RE–V rocksalt film and the III–

V zincblende substrate [5]. Figure 4.2 plots the transmission spectra of a 0.6

Figure 4.2: Transmission spectra for a 0.6 µm film of LuAs and a 0.5 µm film
of ErAs.

µm LuAs film and a comparably grown 0.5 µm film of ErAs, each capped with
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10 nm of GaAs. The transmission spectra are qualitatively similar; however,

the most notable di↵erence is a broader transmission window for LuAs, which

includes the technologically–important 1.3 µm region [27]. Additionally, the

peak transmission of the thicker LuAs film is 1.5x that of the ErAs. The two

attenuation valleys observed in the LuAs spectrum, which have also been ob-

served in ErAs [27], could possibly be attributed to splitting due to exchange

interactions between the conduction band and the 4f shell electrons [2],[19].

The combined properties of moderate resistivity and optical transparency at

near–infrared wavelengths, as well as near lattice–matching, make LuAs films

attractive for thick, transparent, epitaxial contacts on GaAs, similar to those

proposed by Hanson et al. for ErAs [27], but with the advantage of superior

lattice–matching and transparency. Additionally, because the band–to–band

absorption peaks and Drude absorption edges observed in reflection measure-

ments, shown in Figure 4.3, occur at di↵erent spectral locations than other

previously reported RE–V materials [27],[29], there are potential advantages

for applying LuAs films to other photonic devices, including enhancement

in absorption/emission due to the plasmon resonance [6]. A further discus-

sion of applying RE–Vs towards plasmonically–enhanced devices is found in

Section 5.4. The apparent Drude edge in the reflectivity spectrum, as well

as the metal–like behavior of the temperature–dependent resistivity, suggest

that LuAs is semimetallic, in agreement with earlier density functional theory

(DFT) bandstructure calculations [19],[65],[66] and experimental observations

by Palmstrøm et al. [63].
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Figure 4.3: Reflectivity spectra for a 0.6 µm film of LuAs and a 0.5 µm film of
ErAs. A red–shift of ⇠250 nm is evident in the Drude edge of the LuAs film,
with respect to the ErAs film.

4.1.2 LuAs nanostructures

In addition to LuAs films, it is of interest to explore the properties

of LuAs nanoparticles for application to tunneling enhancement [91] and fast

photoconductors [18]. Here we report the first investigation into the growth

and characterization of LuAs nanostructures. A multilayer stack of LuAs

nanostructures was grown at 530 �C for cross–sectional transmission electron

microscopy (XTEM), shown in Figure 4.4. LuAs deposition was progressively

increased from 0.5 to 3.0 of equivalent monolayers, following a comparable

nucleation of nanostructures as studied in ErAs/GaAs by Kadow et al. [36].

Each LuAs layer was capped with 50 nm of GaAs to establish the limits for

LuAs nanostructure deposition while maintaining high–quality GaAs over-

growth [61]. RHEED was observed during the GaAs overgrowth at each

stage of the multilayer stack to determine the amount of LuAs deposition that
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Figure 4.4: Cross–sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) images
of a LuAs/GaAs multilayer stack where the epitaxial growth direction is (001);
(a) The complete multilayer structure, (b) planar defect formation following
the 3.0 ML deposition of LuAs, (c) XTEM of 1.0 ML deposition of LuAs
nanoparticles.
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Sample LuAs deposition
(ML)

GaAs deposition
(nm)

] of Superlattice
periods

A 0.25 5 200
B 0.5 10 100
C 1.0 20 50

Table 4.1: LuAs nanoparticle superlattice absorption studies.

could not be overgrown with high–quality GaAs, typically ⇠2 ML for ErAs

on GaAs [37]. Bright, streaky RHEED was observed during GaAs overgrowth

of LuAs depositions, where a slight degradation of the RHEED pattern was

noticeable for overgrowth of 2.5 ML of LuAs, and overgrowth of the 3.0 ML

of LuAs was significantly degraded. As shown in Figure 4.4(b), planar defect

formation was evident in XTEM within the GaAs overgrowth of 3.0 MLs of

LuAs. The similarities in the GaAs overgrowth of LuAs nanostructures with

the ErAs/GaAs material system, suggests that LuAs may be grown using the

embedded growth method as reported by Crook et al. [14], meriting further

investigation. A strong dependence on temperature and arsenic overpressure

is observed in nanostructure size using plan–view TEM, as seen in Figure 4.5.

At higher depositions, nanostructures form into interconnected networks; this

is observed in 1.8 ML deposition of LuAs, similar to what was observed by

Kadow et al. in ErAs/GaAs [36]. Given the similarity in bulk properties and

growth morphology, the optical properties of LuAs nanostructures embedded

in GaAs are expected to be similar to those of ErAs/GaAs [28]. LuAs/GaAs

superlattices were grown for absorption studies (Table 4.1), keeping total epi-

layer thickness constant at 1 µm, and a constant total volumetric deposition
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20 nm 

Figure 4.5: Plan–view transmission electron microscopy image of a
LuAs/GaAs multilayer stack, 1.8ML LuAs/50 nm GaAs 5x repetition. Im-
aged sample 20–70nm in thickness, potentially showing 1–2 nanoparticle lay-
ers. Interconnected networks of nanoparticles are observed (dark) in the GaAs
matrix (light).
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of LuAs. Transmission and reflection spectroscopy were performed on the

samples to extract their absorption coe�cient spectra. A red–shift of the ab-

sorption peaks with increasing LuAs deposition is evident in Figure 4.6. The

Figure 4.6: Absorption spectra for LuAs superlattice structures (and simi-
larly grown ErAs superlattice structures), each 1 µm total epi–layer thickness;
with equal volumetric RE–As concentration. The absorption peak shifted to
longer wavelengths for larger depositions, while maintaining a relatively nar-
row linewidth at longer wavelengths.

origin of this shift in the absorption spectrum can be potentially explained by

shifts in a plasmon resonance [28] or to increased quantum confinement with

decreasing particle size [36],[38]. The LuAs nanoparticle superlattices resulted

in absorption spectra with relatively narrow linewidths even at longer wave-

lengths, showing minimal degradation of absorption strength with increasing

deposition. Similarly grown ErAs superlattice structures exhibited the same

relatively narrow linewidth and minimal degradation at longer wavelength.

This is distinct from what has been previously reported by Hanson et al. in
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the ErAs/GaAs system, where significant spectral broadening was observed in

superlattices with larger ErAs nanoparticles [28]. This may be attributed to

subtle di↵erences in growth technique; both substrate temperature and As:RE

flux ratio are known to a↵ect the particle morphology.

4.2 Lanthanum Arsenide (LaAs)

The La–As material system has three known stable crystalline phases:

LaAs, LaAs2, and La4As3 [24], which may each form under di↵erent sets of

growth conditions; this greatly increases the di�culty in determining funda-

mental material properties and inhibits potential device applications. In spite

of these challenges, LaAs is particularly attractive for a continued investigation

as it represents the other endpoint of the lanthanide series (the other being

Lu), potentially providing insight into the range of available materials proper-

ties, and has the largest lattice constant of the RE–As materials. The rocksalt

phase of LaAs has a lattice constant of 6.1504 Å and is closely lattice–matched

to the 6.1 Å III–V zincblende materials [71]. More broadly, understanding how

the rare–earth species a↵ects the properties of RE–V materials could elucidate

the diversity of accessible parameters achievable in the RE–V material system.

4.2.1 LaAs films

Initial attempts to grow LaAs directly on GaAs and InAs substrates

resulted in polycrystalline films with poor surface morphology over a wide

range of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth conditions, possibly due to a
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combination of both nucleation of additional La–As stable phases and interfa-

cial reactions with the III–V materials. Based on these preliminary findings,

we developed a technique for the growth of high–quality LaAs utilizing thin

LuAs barrier layers at the RE–V/III–V heterointerfaces, and characterized the

basic electrical, optical, and structural properties of rocksalt epitaxial single–

crystalline LaAs. Samples without LuAs layers, shown schematically in Fig-

ure 4.7(a) , consisted of (100) semi–insulating GaAs substrates with a (a) 200

Figure 4.7: Layer structures for LaAs growth on (100) GaAs. (a) LaAs layer
grown directly between GaAs layers, (b) LaAs grown on a thin LuAs layer,
(c) LaAs grown on a thin LuAs layer with arsenic cap, and (d) LaAs grown
between thin LuAs layers.

nm GaAs bu↵er, followed by (b) 5–67 nm of LaAs, and a (c) 15–30 nm GaAs

cap. The growth parameter space was first investigated to attempt to isolate

the growth of rocksalt LaAs. Sweeping substrate temperature from 390 �C to

500 �C, arsenic overpressure from 15x to 50x over the La beam equivalent pres-

sure (BEP), and growth rate from 0.05 to 0.1 monolayers/second (ML/sec),
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failed to identify a growth regime for single–crystalline rocksalt LaAs. The

RHEED patterns observed in situ during growth (Figure 4.8(a)) were indica-

Figure 4.8: Reflection high energy electron di↵raction (RHEED) patterns of
LaAs growth. (a) Polycrystalline RHEED pattern of LaAs on GaAs, (b) LaAs
grown on a LuAs layer before reaching critical thickness, (c) LaAs grown on a
LuAs layer after critical thickness.

tive of polycrystalline films with poor surface morphology, under all growth

conditions. Higher–order di↵raction patterns, as well as severe chevroning,

were observed in the RHEED patterns, suggesting poor quality films. LaAs

films grown on nearly lattice–matched (100) n–type InAs substrates showed

similarly poor RHEED patterns, indicating that strain relaxation was unlikely

the cause of the degraded films. Samples were also analyzed in situ using

X–ray di↵raction (XRD); Figure 4.9(a) plots !–2✓ scans exhibiting both the

anticipated LaAs peaks, as well as multiple anomalous peaks, consistent with

RHEED observations. Powder di↵raction data [58] for the La–As stable phases

and various crystalline orientations of rocksalt LaAs failed to definitively clar-

ify the origin of the anomalous peaks, suggesting a mixture of e↵ects during

the growth of the LaAs on GaAs. Unlike LaAs, LuAs forms in a single rocksalt

phase [63]. Additionally, like ErAs, LuAs has been shown to grow with high

quality on III–V substrates, and is nearly lattice–matched to GaAs [63],[44].
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Figure 4.9: (a) X–ray di↵raction (XRD) !–2✓ scans showing the (002), (004),
and (006) reflections. Anomalous peaks are visible in the sample without the
LuAs barrier layer, and disappear with the addition of an underlying LuAs
barrier. A low–angle peak was visible corresponding to a lattice constant
greater than that of LaAs. (b) XRD !–2✓ scan of a LaAs sample with and
without the top LuAs barrier layer. The low–angle anomalous peak was not
observed in the sample grown with top and bottom LuAs layers.
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In order to suppress the formation of non–rocksalt phases on (100) III–V sub-

strates, a thin coherent LuAs barrier layer was inserted, as sketched in Fig-

ure 4.7(b), between the GaAs bu↵er and LaAs films. The initial motivation was

to use the LuAs thin film as a rocksalt template to seed a single–phase LaAs

rocksalt growth. Moreover, as LuAs has been observed to be well–behaved on

GaAs [44], it could provide a more stable crystalline template for the nucleation

of LaAs. Bright, streaky, 1x1 RHEED patterns were observed Figure 4.8(b)

for LaAs films grown on GaAs below the critical thickness; as shown in Fig-

ure 4.8(c), slightly degraded surface morphology was observed in the RHEED

pattern after the LaAs film exceeded the critical thickness. However, no poly-

crystalline rings were observed in the RHEED patterns of films grown using

the LuAs barrier layer. Both 5 and 10 monolayers (ML) of coherent LuAs were

investigated as barrier layers, but no discernible di↵erence was observed in the

quality of the LaAs growth between the two thicknesses. For LaAs grown on

n–type InAs substrates, a 2.5 ML LuAs seed was employed to avoid strain

relaxation of the highly lattice–mismatched LuAs on InAs. In the !–2✓ scans

of these samples, no peaks from other La–As phases were detected and several

Kiessig fringes were observed at the (002) reflection, suggesting smooth, high–

quality interfaces between the RE–V and GaAs. Even with this improvement,

the !–2✓ scan (Figure 4.9(b)) still showed one remaining anomalous peak at

an angle of ⇠13.5�, whose corresponding lattice parameter exceeded that of

LaAs. Varying growth parameters did not a↵ect its peak intensity or position.

Suspecting interfacial reactions between the Ga, La, and As at the potentially
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Arsenic
(kJ/mol)

Gallium
(kJ/mol)

Indium
(kJ/mol)

Multiple RE–V
phases?

Lutetium -75.6 -52.2 -34.7 N
Lanthanum -73 -68.6 -65 Y

Table 4.2: Enthalpies of formation for various RE–V and RE–II compounds.

unstable top LaAs/GaAs interface, growth was repeated with a thick arsenic

cap grown directly on top of the LaAs layer to prevent oxidation of the LaAs

film rather than the standard GaAs cap (See Appendix B for more details on

arsenic capping). The XRD !–2✓ scan of the arsenic–capped sample exhibited

no anomalous peaks. Additionally, as shown in Figure 4.9(b), inserting a sec-

ond thin LuAs layer between the LaAs film and GaAs cap similarly suppressed

the anomalous peak at ⇠13.5�. Instability of the LaAs/GaAs and LaAs/InAs

interfaces may be explained by the comparable enthalpies of formation, given

in Table 4.2, between LaAs, LaGa, and LaIn [12]. In contrast, the enthalpies

of formation for LuAs, LuGa, and LuIn may be su�ciently dissimilar to pre-

vent interfacial interactions at heterointerfaces. This is consistent with ob-

servations of the well–behaved ErAs/GaAs and ErAs/InAs systems, which,

similar to the LuAs/GaAs and LuAs/InAs systems, have dissimilar enthalpies

of formation [12]. Additionally, Schultz et al. observed that nucleating nanos-

tructures of ErSb on GaSb substrates form a di↵usion barrier, limiting the

interaction of Er and the GaSb layer underneath [72]. The LuAs layer may

therefore limit interfacial reactions between La and Ga. However, it has been

observed that as ErSb nanostructures nucleate on GaSb substrates, the Ga

atoms are displaced to the surface, where they become available to bond [72].
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In the case of LaAs/LuAs/GaAs, there may still be a small concentration

of surface Ga atoms interacting with La atoms, regardless of the LuAs bar-

rier layers, possibly resulting in interfacial reactions. Thin RE–V films have

been employed as di↵usion barriers in metal/semiconductor growth by Schultz

et al. in the growth of Fe/GaAs [73], in Co2NiGa/GaAs by Shih et al [76],

and in CoTiSb by Kawasaki et al. [39]. Therefore, the poor quality growth

of LaAs directly on GaAs may result from both competing phase formation

and interfacial reactions at the heterointerfaces due to comparable enthalpies

of formation for LaAs and LaGa. The thin LuAs barriers therefore potentially

serve a dual purpose: first, as a template for the initial nucleation of rocksalt

LaAs, and second, as a barrier to prevent interfacial reactions of Ga, La, and

As at the heterointerfaces [72]. It is di�cult to separate between the e↵ect

of the similar enthalpies of formation from the potential of the material sys-

tem to form both rare-earth rich and group-V rich phases, and therefore it

is not possible to determine at this point the cause of polycrystalline growth.

The understanding of this may be elucidated by continued investigation of the

rare–earth monopnictides. Through the exploration of the growth space of

GdAs on GaAs substrates, insight about the growth mechanism of these rare–

earth monopnictides may be found. Though this material is reported to grow

epitaxially in a single rocksalt phase, the enthalpies of formation of GdAs and

GdGa are comparable [12]. Additionally, GdAs is of specific interest because

it is nearly lattice-matched to InP and may therefore be useful in applications

related to InP-based telecom devices.
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Utilizing these thin LuAs barrier layers enabled the growth of high–

quality epitaxial LaAs films. (224) asymmetrical reciprocal space maps (RSM)

of a 67 nm (Figure 4.10(a)) and a 500 nm LaAs film (not shown) indicate a

Figure 4.10: Asymmetric (115) reciprocal space map (RSM) of 67 nm of LaAs,
with top and bottom LuAs barrier layers, showing residual strain in film of
⇠1%.

nearly fully–relaxed film. A similar residual strain of ⇠1% was observed for

both film thicknesses, and may be as result of a di↵erence in thermal expan-

sion coe�cients between GaAs and the RE–Vs [5]. Surface morphology is an

important consideration for future device applications. To this end, surface

roughness of the di↵erent structures was characterized with tapping–mode

atomic force microscopy (AFM). Surface roughness was measured for scan

areas of 3x3 µm2 for samples grown on GaAs with 15 nm of GaAs cap on

top of the RE–V layers to prevent oxidation. The RMS roughness for LaAs

films grown with and without bottom LuAs barrier layers was 1.43 ± 0.07 nm

and 1.9 ± 0.02 nm, respectively, suggesting that the LuAs barrier layers only
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modestly improved surface morphology. Samples were prepared for XTEM

using mechanical lapping and argon ion milling. High–resolution TEM images

were taken of samples with and without a bottom LuAs barrier layer. When

LaAs was grown on a LuAs barrier on GaAs, the resulting film was found to be

highly crystalline in nature, as seen in Figure 4.11(a). The masked fast Fourier

2 nm 5 nm 

GaAs 

interface 

LuAs LaAs 

interface 

interface 

GaAs 

LaAs 

Continuous atomic plane 

Discontinuous atomic plane 

(a) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(e) 

(d) (f) 

Figure 4.11: High–resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) im-
ages of LaAs grown with and without LuAs barrier layers on GaAs. (a) LaAs
layer grown on a thin LuAs layer, (b) inverse image of a Fourier filtered di↵rac-
tion pattern of the image, (c) masked FFT pattern of LaAs/LuAs/GaAs image,
(d) masked FFT pattern of the LaAs/GaAs image, (e) HRTEM image of LaAs
grown directly on GaAs, and (f) inverse image of a Fourier filtered di↵raction
pattern.

transform (FFT) analysis of the image (Figure 4.11(c)), which was used as a

good approximation to the selected area di↵raction (SAD) pattern, was used to
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create a Fourier filtered inverse image. The continuous atomic planes observed

across the interface suggests a continuous crystalline sub–lattice of the arsenic

anions [90]. In contrast, LaAs grown directly on GaAs resulted in a poor

quality film (Figure 4.11(e)) whose inverse Fourier filtered image exhibited

discontinuity across the LaAs/GaAs interface (Figure 4.11(f)). Temperature–

dependent resistivity measurements, shown in Figure 4.12, of a 500 nm film

Figure 4.12: Temperature–dependent resistivity of LuAs, ErAs, and LaAs films
normalized to their respective room–temperature resistivities. LaAs resistivity
varied by ⇠2x over the range of 77–300 K, similarly to what is observed for
LuAs and ErAs.

of LaAs grown between 10 ML LuAs top and bottom barrier layers exhibited

a room–temperature resistivity of ⇠593 µ⌦-cm and a variation in resistivity

of ⇠2x over the 77–300 K range. The resistivity of the film increased with

increasing temperature, consistent with metallic behavior [3]. The e↵ect of

parallel resistances in the LaAs with LuAs barrier layers was accounted for

using a 10 ML LuAs sample. We observed a ⇠20% reduction in the room–

temperature resistivity of a 67 nm film of LaAs grown without and with the
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LuAs barrier layers, from 566 µ⌦-cm without LuAs barriers to 459 µ⌦-cm

with barriers, which, along with the observed improvement in the XRD !–2✓

scans, strongly suggests that LuAs interfacial layers significantly enhance the

quality of the LaAs. Preliminary results from temperature–dependent resis-

tivity measurements of LaAs grown with and without barriers suggest that

the improvement may be even more pronounced. LaAs films grown without

the LuAs barrier layers exhibit a larger di↵erence in resistivity between room–

temperature and 77 K measurements than films grown with LuAs barriers.

At low temperatures, the e↵ect of thermally activated phonon–electron scat-

tering is reduced and therefore the e↵ect of carrier scattering due to poor

film quality is more pronounced. Because the film with LuAs barriers have

less dependence on temperature than those without, this suggests that the

LuAs barrier layers reduced roughening of the LaAs film [51]. The disparity

between the resistivity values of the 67 nm and 500 nm LaAs films may be at-

tributable to a decrease in film quality due to an increase in defect density with

increasing thickness. Indeed, in situ observations of RHEED during growth

indicated decreased long–range order with increasing thickness, suggesting a

roughening in the growing film. LaAs has a larger room–temperature resis-

tivity than those reported for LuAs [63],[44] and ErAs [63], potentially due

to a number of e↵ects stemming from di↵erences in band structure and car-

rier concentrations [15],[65]. Optical characterization was conducted on a 0.5

µm LaAs film using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), shown

in Figure 4.13. The peak transmission window of LaAs, with transmittance
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Figure 4.13: Reflectivity and transmission spectra of 0.5 m of LaAs. The
Drude edge appears at photon energies below 0.2 eV. Transmission spectrum
has peak wavelengths of 3.5–6 µm above 35% transmittance.

above 20% in the wavelength range of ⇠3–8 µm, is noticeably di↵erent than

those of LuAs [44] and ErAs [27] being both much broader and occurring

at longer wavelengths. This demonstrates that it is possible to manipulate

the optical properties of RE–V materials through the choice of the rare–earth

element. Additionally, the reflectivity measurements, shown in Figure 4.13,

suggest that LaAs possesses a Drude edge below 0.2 eV, in agreement with

measurements by Kimura et al. [42]. The apparent Drude edge, combined

with the metal–like temperature–dependent resistivity, suggests that LaAs is

semimetallic. In conclusion, thin LuAs barrier layers enabled the growth of

single–crystalline epitaxial rocksalt LaAs with enhanced structural quality and

electrical properties. This approach has the potential to be applied to other

RE–V compounds that exhibit unstable interfaces when grown on III–V ma-

terials and/or multiple stable RE–V phases.
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4.2.2 LaAs nanostructures

A brief exploration of the growth of LaAs nanostructures on GaAs was

conducted, similar to what was done for LuAs/GaAs previously. In order to

establish the maximum number of monolayers of LaAs that can be deposited

on GaAs before the overgrowth becomes degraded. Unlike LuAs and ErAs,

the number of monolayers of LaAs that can be deposited on GaAs is much

lower, most likely due to similar intermixing issues as was observed when

growing complete films of LaAs. Figure 4.14 shows the XTEM image of a

superlattice stack of LaAs/GaAs with increasing ML deposition of LaAs and 50

nm GaAs in between layers. Further studies of La–containing nanostructures

were conducted with the growth of La
x

Lu1�x

As nanoparticles in GaAs, and

will be discussed further in Section 5.3.
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Figure 4.14: Cross–sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) images
of a LaAs/GaAs multilayer stack, where the growth direction is the (001).
Heavily degraded overgrowth is observed for GaAs layers above the 1 ML
LaAs deposition, but can also be seen in the 0.5 ML deposition. 60� planar
defects are observed in the GaAs overgrowth of the 1 ML layer of LaAs.
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Chapter 5

Tunable, epitaxial metals (La
x

Lu1�x

As)

Most investigations thus far have studied binary RE–V materials, with

some reported use of ternary alloys to lattice–match ScErAs/GaAs [60], ScY-

bAs/GaAs [25], and ScErSb/InAs [11]. However, no investigation thus far

has looked at the full range of optical, electrical, and structural properties

accessible through RE–V ternary alloy growth. Specifically, the properties of

LaAs [45] and LuAs [63],[44] have been shown to vary greatly in their opti-

cal spectra, lattice parameters, and bulk room–temperature resistivity. Their

largely di↵ering properties make these two materials particularly interesting

for alloy growth and characterization because they may o↵er a large range of

tunable parameters. Through the growth of high–quality La
x

Lu1�x

As films

the ability to produce tunable epitaxial metals is demonstrated, with a range

of peak transmission spectra from near– to mid–IR wavelengths, moderate

resistivity, and lattice–matching potential to many relevant III–V substrates.

This investigation presents the full range of the potential of the RE–V ternary

alloys, and of their electrical, structural and optical properties.
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5.1 Growth of La
x

Lu1�x

As

Growth of the La
x

Lu1�x

As alloys proceeds similarly to the growth of

the composite materials, as detailed in Chapter 4. The growth of lanthanum–

containing La
x

Lu1�x

As films utilized thin 5 ML LuAs barrier layers to ensure

the growth of high–quality single–crystalline rocksalt epitaxial La
x

Lu1�x

As

films. It was found that for films of low lanthanum content (<15%) these

LuAs barriers were unnecessary, and the resulting in situ RHEED patterns

and ex situ X–ray di↵raction (XRD) !–2✓ scans of the low–content films did

not show issues with poor film morphology. Because La poisons the beam

flux ion gauge (Section 3.4), it is not possible to measure exact fluxes for the

La cell when scaling the compositions for the La
x

Lu1�x

As alloys. However,

the La BEP very closely approximates an Arrhenius relationship with cell

temperature, and additional La fluxes were calculated using a rough two–

point calibration. It is important to note that for small fraction incorporation

of La into the alloy, it is necessary to scale the La cell temperature rather than

the Lu cell, as the required Lu cell temperatures would be prohibitively high

(very close to the melting point of Lu). Substrate temperatures of 430–460 �C

(pyrometer) were used for the La
x

Lu1�x

As films, with an arsenic overpressure

was scaled to maintain a 46:1 BEP flux ration with the total RE flux during

growth. Growth rates were linearly scaled with the calculated BEPs of the

composite RE materials and added together. The composition was verified ex

situ with XRD !–2✓ scans; lattice parameter was extracted using the (002)

peak of the alloy, assuming that the films were completely relaxed.
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5.2 Tunable properties

La
x

Lu1�x

As samples were grown with La content varying from x = 5–

67%, and XRD !–2✓ measurements of the samples were conducted to verify

La content and assess film quality. The La
x

Lu1�x

As alloys of varying compo-

sitions were found to obey Vegard’s Law, shown in Figure 5.1, with a linear
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Figure 5.1: The lattice constant of La
x

Lu1�x

As films follows a linear relation-
ship with La content, spanning several III–V substrates, including GaAs, InP,
GaSb, and InAs.

dependence of lattice constant on lanthanum content. This linearity enables

the growth of alloys that span a large range of lattice parameters, from nearly

lattice–matched to GaAs at 5.68 Å to lattice–matched to the 6.1 Å materials.

A (224) reciprocal space map (not shown) of a 67 nm film of La
x

Lu1�x

As

with 48% La content indicates a nearly fully relaxed film. Residual stress may

be due to a di↵erence in thermal expansion coe�cients between the III–V

zincblende and the RE–V rocksalt layers [5].

Film resistivity measurements were conducted using the van der Pauw
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(vdP) technique. The e↵ect of parallel resistances in the LaAs with LuAs

barrier layers was accounted for using a 10 ML LuAs sample. The room–

temperature resistivity of the La
x

Lu1�x

As films increases linearly with in-

creasing La contenct, as shown in Figure 5.2. The disparity between the

Figure 5.2: (Left): Resistivity of thin (< 100 nm) La0.48Lu0.52As films with x =
5–48% increasing in resistivity with increasing La content. (Right): Tempera-
ture dependent resistivity of 0.5 µm films of LuAs, La0.48Lu0.52As, and LaAs.
Films show decreasing resistivity with temperature, suggestive of metallic be-
havior.

resistivity between that of the La
x

Lu1�x

As films and of pure LaAs may arise

due to the severe mismatch and resulting relaxation into a dislocated film of

the LaAs/GaAs system. Band structure calculations [15] are needed to better

understand the dependence of La
x

Lu1�x

As film resistivity on La content, and

may clarify how the lanthanum a↵ects the band structure and carrier concen-

tration. Temperature–dependent resistivity measurements (Figure 5.2, insert)

were conducted using etched mesa vdP structures. Details of sample process-

ing appear elsewhere [68]. La
x

Lu1�x

As films of ⇠48% La content and 30, 100
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and 500 nm thickness exhibit a reduction in resistivity of approximately 50%

over a temperature range of 77–300K. The behavior of these RE–As alloy films

follows that of previous works in ErAs [15], LuAs [44], and LaAs [45], showing

decreasing in resistivity with decreasing temperature. Further investigations

into the temperature–dependence of various RE–V binary and ternary alloy

films at 4 K are underway, and may give more insight into the carrier scattering

behavior of the La
x

Lu1�x

As alloys [68].

The optical properties, transmission and reflectivity, of the La
x

Lu1�x

As

alloys showed similar linearity in the dependence of their properties on alloy

content. A 0.5 µm film of the alloy La0.48Lu0.52As exhibited a transmission

spectrum nearly midway between the two composing materials, as seen in Fig-

ure 5.3. The peak transmission of the film was measured at ⇠2.3 µm with a

transmittance of greater than 30%. Similarly, the reflectivity spectrum shows a

sharp Drude edge at ⇠4.5 µm, mid–way between the previously reported spec-

tra for LuAs [44] and LaAs, [45] whose Drude edges appear at ⇠3.1 µm and

⇠8 µm, respectively. The reflectivity spectra of several 100 nm La
x

Lu1�x

As

samples with varying lanthanum content (Figure 5.4) illustrate the shifting

of the Drude edge with increasing lanthanum content with more clarity. This

shifting of the apparent Drude edge with La content demonstrates a tunability

of the plasma frequency with alloy composition. We would expect that the

surface plasmon frequency, which is proportional to the plasma frequency, to

undergo a similar shift. Based on the linearity observed in the lattice–constant,

resistivity, and optical spectra, there is strong evidence that the La
x

Lu1�x

As
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Figure 5.3: Transmission spectra of 500 nm La0.48Lu0.52As, 600 nm LuAs, and
500 nm LaAs. (Insert): Reflectivity spectra of the films, showing the Drude
edge of the La0.48Lu0.52As film between that of LuAs and LaAs.

Figure 5.4: Reflectivity spectra for 100 nm films of La
x

Lu1�x

As with x =
5–48%. The apparent position of the Drude edge shifts to lower energy (red-
shifting wavelength) with increasing La content.
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films behave as homogenous alloys of the composing materials. The similar en-

thalpies of formation of LaAs and LuAs [12] suggest that the alloy may grow

without phase–segregation of the composing materials. A study of the film

using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and energy disper-

sive X–ray spectroscopy (EDS) was conducted to observe sample homogeneity.

Samples were prepared for cross–sectional TEM using mechanical lapping and

polishing, followed by argon ion milling to achieve transparency. The EDS

spectra showed a homogenous distribution of the RE elements to the order

of ⇠1–2 nm resolution, as seen in Figure 5.5. This continues to positively

indicate that these films have a high degree of homogeneity.

5.3 La
x

Lu1�x

As nanostructures

In addition to the growth and characterization of La
x

Lu1�x

As films,

we also investigated nanostructures of La
x

Lu1�x

As. The RE–V ternary alloys

open up the possibility for tunable semimetallic nanostructures with di↵ering

band structures, lattice–matching to a variety of substrates, and the potential

to exploit strain e↵ects. Previous works in RE–V nanoparticles have included

applications in plasmonics [28], tunnel junctions [91], and photomixer mate-

rials [18]. Some work has been done in demonstrating that RE–V alloys of

TbErAs form core–shell structures of TbAs with TbErAs outer shells when

grown in InGaAs [17]. It is believed that the core–shell process is strain–

driven; and that, by selecting an appropriate RE–V/III–V combination, the

configuration of the core–shell/outer–shell materials can be tuned. Using low
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Figure 5.5: (a) Layer structure of TEM sample, (b) electron dispersive
X–ray spectroscopy (EDS) image of 500 nm La0.48Lu0.52As film, showing
the 5 ML LuAs barrier layer as reference, (c) HRTEM lattice image of
La

x

Lu1�x

As/LuAs/GaAs interface, (d) FFT analysis approximating SAD pat-
tern of La

x

Lu1�x

As/LuAs/GaAs interface.
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concentrations of lanthanum in the La
x

Lu1�x

As alloys allows for growth of the

alloy without noticeable lanthanum–related issues as previously observed for

LaAs/III–V growths. A multilayer stack of La
x

Lu1�x

As nanostructures was

grown at 530 �C for XTEM, shown in Figure 5.6. Total La
x

Lu1�x

As deposi-

Figure 5.6: Cross–section TEM image of a nanoparticle superlattice stack of
La

x

Lu1�x

As in GaAs with increasing La %. Clear nanoparticle formation is
observed at low La %. At higher compositions, defective GaAs overgrowth is
observed.

tion was kept fixed at 1 monolayer (ML) with each layer having an increasing

percentage of La content, and each La
x

Lu1�x

As layer was capped with 50 nm

of GaAs. This superlattice structure was used to establish the limits for La
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content in the La
x

Lu1�x

As nanostructure deposition while maintaining high–

quality GaAs overgrowth. RHEED was observed during the GaAs overgrowth

at each stage of the multilayer stack to determine the percentage of La content

in La
x

Lu1�x

As that could not be overgrown with high–quality GaAs. Bright,

streaky RHEED was observed during GaAs overgrowth of La
x

Lu1�x

As de-

positions, where a slight degradation of the RHEED pattern was noticeable

for overgrowth of 25% La content, and the overgrowth of the 50% La con-

tent in La
x

Lu1�x

As showed significant degradation. As shown in Figure 5.6,

the XTEM of 50% La content La
x

Lu1�x

As nanostructure depositions shows a

significant reduction in nanoparticle integrity.

The resistivity of superlattice stacks of La
x

Lu1�x

As nanoparticles was

compared to that of a similarly grown stack of LuAs. Sample structures con-

sisted of 200 nm GaAs bu↵er followed by 50x periods of 0.5 ML RE–V/20 nm

GaAs and capped by 50 nm GaAs. The resistivity measurements of the super-

lattice stacks, shown in Figure 5.7, show the increasing resistance of the films

with increasing La content and a corresponding decrease in the bulk carrier

mobility. This is significant, as it can provide a route towards high–quality

epitaxial highly resistive films for photoconductive material and thermoelectric

applications. Future work should focus on the incorporation of these RE–V

ternary alloys into other III–V materials, studying strain e↵ects on carrier

lifetime and mobility.
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Figure 5.7: Electrical measurements of 100x period superlattices of
La

x

Lu1�x

As 0.5 ML/20 nm GaAs, with x = 0, 5, and 10%. Sheet resistance
increases while carrier mobility decreases with La %.

5.4 Plasmonic potential

The integration of metallic nanostructures and films into optoelectronic

devices has shown potential for improving device performance and functional-

ity through subwavelength confinement of plasmonic modes and enhancement

of light–matter interactions. In particular, plasmonic structures in the in-

frared are desirable for applications including sensing and communications.

Many metals and metal–like materials have been explored for their plasmonic

potential, most notably silver and gold [4]. However, due to their high car-

rier concentrations traditional metals are not viable options for application

toward mid–IR plasmonics. The relationship between the plasma frequency

of a materials !

p

and the carrier concentration is such that !

p

is propor-

tional to
p
(n), and in order to obtain mid–IR plasma frequencies, carrier

concentrations of approximately 1020–1021 cm�3 are needed. Other conven-
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tional approaches, e.g., ITO [55], AZO/GZO, Nitrides [56], and heavily–doped

semiconductors [46],[77], are limited in their usefulness in the mid–IR because

of heavy losses and doping limitations (Figure 5.8). Additionally, there is a

Figure 5.8: Schematic depicting range of plasmonic metals and metal–like
materials. (Adapted from [4]).

strong preference towards developing epitaxial metals for plasmonics in or-

der to facilitate the integration of metals and metallic nanostructures into the

core of device structures, opening up the possibility to integrate plasmonic en-

hancement throughout. Due to the nature of their deposition, non–epitaxial

metals are more susceptible to processing and interfacial damage, and can

su↵er from increased losses due to scattering from grain boundaries and lat-

tice defects. Because of their optimal carrier concentrations, their ability to be
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grown epitaxially with conventional III–V growth parameters, and the tunable

properties accessible through composition, the RE–V alloys represent a viable

pathway towards tunable, epitaxial, mid–IR metals for plasmonic applications.

Based on the results from the reflectivity measurements seen in the

La
x

Lu1�x

As films, where a tunable Drude edge is observed for a range of La

compositions, a more direct measurement of the plasma frequency was made

using attenuated total reflectance (ATR) [59]. The ATR measurement was

performed in collaboration with the Brongersma Group at Stanford Univer-

sity. A detailed description of the measurement can be found in Section 3.5.5.

An ATR dip corresponding to surface plasmon coupling consistently appears

at frequencies slightly below the plasmon frequency across the alloy–tunable

range of optical properties as expected, with consideration to the dispersion

relation of the surface plasmon mode [57],[8]. This further confirms the fea-

tures observable through specular reflectance and transmittance, indications

of clear alloy–tunability of the La
x

Lu1�x

As optical properties.

Figure 5.9 shows a red–shifting of the ATR dip with La concentration,

shifting the plasma frequency from ⇠3–8 µm in the full composition range.

Comparing the ATR measurement results with the Drude edges found by

reflectivity in Figure 5.10, we see a clear agreement between the two measure-

ments, further confirming the nature of the ATR dips as the surface plasmon

polariton (SPP) mode coupling. For the thinner, 100 nm films of La
x

Lu1�x

As,

the Drude edges are less defined, but the red–shifting trend with increased La

composition remains. The higher energy features seen in the ATR spectra,
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for each material.
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Figure 5.11, appear to be strongly correlated to other absorption processes in
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Figure 5.11: Attenuated total reflectance measurement of 0.5 m La0.48Lu0.52As
film plotted with transmission and reflectivity spectra.

the RE–V films, as evidenced through their overlap features measured using

transmission/reflection spectroscopy.

An important qualification for plasmonic materials is material loss

around the plasma frequency. In collaboration with Ron Synowicki from the

J.A. Woollam Corp. Inc., near– to mid–IR ellipsometry measurements using

the IR–VASE Ellipsometer (see Section 3.5.6) were conducted. The absorption

coe�cient of a material (Equation 5.1),

↵ =
4⇡k

�

(5.1)

where ↵ is the absorption coe�cient and k is the extinction coe�cient at

a certain �, is a representative value for the lossiness of a material versus
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wavenumber, as seen in Figure 5.12. These plots show an interesting attribute

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.12: Absorption coe�cient for La
x

Lu1�x

As, (a) for thick ⇠0.5 µm
films and (b) thin ⇠100 nm films. The onset of interband absorption appears
to be suppressed with increasing La content, suggesting the potential to create
low–loss tunable–wavelength windows in this material system.

of the RE–V alloys: a suppression of the onset of interband absorption losses

with increasing La content in the alloy. This implies that the RE–V alloys

can be compositionally tuned to have designer low–loss wavelength windows,

accessible through alloy selection. Other figures–of–merit commonly used in

plasmonics are presented in Table 5.1. The propagation lengths reported in Ta-

ble 5.1 are calculated for each material near/at its plasma frequency. Though

many of the materials reports have long propagation lengths (eg., silver) far

away from the plasma frequency, we report the value near where we are most

interested in utilizing the materials in question, where they additionally have

the low interband absorption losses. It is important to note that the RE–V

alloys, though in some respects less ideal than the standard plasmonic material
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Material ✏

00 at ✏0 = -1 ✏

00 at 4 µm �

p

(µm) Propagation
length*
(µm)

Transparency
window

La
x

Lu1�x

As 3–4 3–4 3.1 0.18–0.4 NIR–MIR
AZO/GZO 0.75–1.5 >20 ⇠1.3 0.4 VIS–NIR
Nitrides 3–10 >60 0.15–0.2 0.4@600 nm UV–VIS
Ag 0.5 > 100 0.3 0.6 UV–VIS

Table 5.1: Figures–of–merit for plasmonics. (* at the plasma frequency of the
material)

of Ag, are very much on–par with other developing plasmonic materials such

as AZO, ITO and the nitrides [56], [55], [86]. Additionally, for low-lossyness

in the mid–IR, the RE–V alloys are far superior to other common plasmonic

metals, as seen in Table 5.1.

The work conducted on the La
x

Lu1�x

As material system demonstrates

that the RE–V alloys are a viable pathway towards achieving epitaxial, tun-

able, mid–IR plasmonic metals. Furthermore, the growth and characterization

of quaternary RE–V alloys is a logical step towards continuing this research,

using the third RE element as a way to decouple parameters in the material

system. Figure 5.13 indicates the potential for decoupled parameters in the

quaternary system LaGdLuAs. While maintaining a lattice–matching condi-

tion to InP substrates, the LaGdLuAs composition can be adjusted to tune

the plasma edge of the material through an estimated range of 0.275 – 0.36

eV [84].
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Figure 5.13: Plot demonstrating the potential for LaGdLuAs quarternary
films. For a film that is lattice–matched to InP substrates, the plasma edge is
estimated to be tunable from 0.275 – 0.36 eV.
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Chapter 6

RE–V based metamorphic bu↵er layers

The use of superlattices with metallic nanostructures of rare–earth

monopnictides to stop the propagation of threading dislocations from the

highly mismatched III—V substrate to the high–quality epitaxial device layers

is investigated. The goal of this work is to develop a new route towards high–

quality epitaxial metamorphic bu↵er layers that o↵er repeatability, reliable

device performance, and low thermal resistance.

6.1 Strain Relaxation of Highly–mismatched Heteroepi-
taxy

Heteroepitaxy of highly lattice–mismatched materials is a challenge

with potentially high rewards. The concept of making III–V based devices

substrate–invariant, meaning that they can be grown with high–quality and

comparable device performance as pseudomorphic epitaxy has applications

across the spectrum ranging from telecom, to solar cells, to III–V/silicon in-

tegration. The lattice mismatch strain, f , of a heteroepitaxial system can be

defined by Equation 6.1

f =
a

s

� a

e

a

e

(6.1)
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where a
s

is the substrate lattice constant and a
e

is the epitaxial lattice con-

stant. For low–mismatch systems, where |f | < 1%, growth initiates pseudo-

morphically, the epitaxial layer adheres to the in–plane lattice constant of the

substrate. The in–plane strain, ✏||, is equal to the lattice mismatch (Equa-

tion 6.2).

✏k = f (6.2)

As the layer thickness increases, the strain energy of the pseudomorphic layer

increases, until the layer reaches its critical layer thickness, h
c

. At this point, it

is energetically favorable for the growing layer to introduce misfit dislocations

at the heterointerface to help relieve the mismatch strain. For a partially

relaxed epitaxial layer, the in–plane strain is defined as Equation 6.3

✏k = f � � (6.3)

where � is the lattice relaxation. The Matthews and Blakeslee model is most

often used to calculate critical layer thickness for heteroepitaxy [49]. Other

models include van der Merwe [85] and People and Bean [64]. The Matthews

and Blakeslee model relies on equating the glide force of a dislocation and

the line tension for the misfit segment of a dislocation, then solving for the

thickness Equation 6.4

h

c

=
b(1� vcos

2
↵)(ln(hc

b

) + 1)

8⇡|f |(1 + v)cos�
(6.4)

where b is the Burgers vector, ↵ is angle between the Burgers vector and the

line vector for the dislocations, v is the Poisson ratio, and � is the angle be-

tween the Burgers vector and a line in the interface plane that is perpendicular
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to the intersection of the glide plane with the interface. For epitaxial layers

that exceed the critical thickness (h > h
c

), threading dislocations will glide to

create misfit dislocations at the interface, relieving the mismatch strain. In

highly mismatched heteroepitaxy (|f |> 6%), where lattice relaxation occurs

within a few monolayers of growth, reducing the threading of defect disloca-

tions becomes critical for ensuring high–quality epitaxy. Previous approaches

include the non–epitaxial wafer–bonding technique [89], and myriad epitax-

ial approaches including: uniform bu↵er layers [75], continuously and step

graded bu↵er layers [1], superlattice bu↵er layers [67], lateral epitaxial over-

growth [50], patterned templates [21], and interfacial misfit array (IMF) relax-

ation [31]. The most promising results have arisen from IMF, with published

results by Tournié et al. of room–temperature electrically–pumped GaSb laser

on GaAs [69]. However, dislocation reduction using IMF is fundamentally

limited by the density of misfit dislocations that can form to assist in lattice

relaxation [16], and no amount of control of the growth conditions can reduce

the defect dislocation density below this limit relying solely on IMF tech-

niques. For example, in the highly mismatched heteroepitaxy of GaSb/GaAs,

the limit in defect dislocation density for IMF is ⇠105 cm�2 which would

make the epitaxial defect density still at least an order of magnitude higher

than pseudomorphically–grown epitaxial layers. Dodson suggested that dis-

location filtering, used in techniques such as strained–layer superlattices [32],

only functions for a range of dislocation densities in a material [16]. This has

been studied using strained–layer superlattices (SLS) [22] where dislocations
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can bend over at the mismatched heterointerfaces and glide in–plane until

meeting with another defect and terminating, as seen in Figure 6.1(e) . This

(c) (b) 

(d) (e) 

(a) 

Figure 6.1: Types of interactions possible between dislocations and strained–
layer superlattices (SLS): (a) no interaction, (b) partial bending, (c) escape to
edge, (d) coalescence, (e) annihilation.

technique relies on the interaction of the dislocations with the strained layers

to enable both the change propagation direction and glide. Under strain–free

conditions the dislocations will not glide and annihilation events cannot take

place. Additionally, Dodson also used a non–equilibrium model for dislocation

filtering to describe the parameters for the non–replication of threading dislo-

cations in SLS which is independent of glide and annihilation. Qualitatively,

this relies on the interaction between adatoms with the growing defect–free

overlayer. The progression of growth can be compared to lateral epitaxial

overgrowth (LEO), in the way that the adatoms grow in registry with the over-

layer rather than with the substrate. If the interaction is strong enough such

that adatoms will form a structure in registry with the overlayer and not with

the defective sublayer, the threading dislocation is not replicated. This model

depends heavily on composition of the SLS layers, including lattice mismatch,
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crystal structure, relative elasticity and growth conditions, but is ultimately

independent on the initial density of threading dislocations [16]. The proposed

approach relies on the blocking of dislocations by embedded nanoparticle su-

perlattices grown epitaxially in the highly–mismatched heteroepitaxial mate-

rial system. The metallic nanoparticles are expected to block the dislocation

threading due to the significant mismatch in physical properties; including:

crystal structure, elastic constants, dislocation glide planes, polarity of bond-

ing, electronegativity, and bond strengths of the constituents. Zincblende and

rocksalt lattices have mismatched glide planes for the most common Burgers

vectors, with zincblende defects gliding on <111> and rocksalt defects gliding

on <110>. After an optimized thickness and period superlattice is grown, the

result is expected to be high–quality, low–defect material. As a starting point

for minimal defect formation, the highly–mismatched interface will be grown

utilizing the IMF technique as described by Tournié et al. [82] and Hu↵aker

et al. [31]. Figure 6.2 shows the basic concept behind the approach. This

method could take advantage of the process described in the non–equilibrium

model for dislocation filtering by Dodson, where the termination of the dis-

location occurs from a non–replication event at the nanoparticle rather than

relying on the defect bending in–plane and needing a second defect for annihi-

lation. Figure 6.3 demonstrates the concept of nanoparticle superlattices that

terminate the propagation of nanoparticles and block the line–of–sight of the

wafer surface to the defective interface, allowing for potentially high–quality

overlayers that are low–defect.
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Threading  
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RE-V nanoparticle 
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(Lateral) epitaxial overgrowth 

(a) (b) 
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Substrate 

Metamorphic 
Layer 

Substrate 

Figure 6.2: Proposed method: (a) dislocation formation and threading in
metamorphic layer, (b) growth of nanoparticle over dislocation, blocking the
threading, (c) lateral epitaxial overgrowth of particles, and (d) defect–free
epitaxial layer above.

IMF 

GaAs Substrate 

ErSb Nanoparticles 

ErSb:GaSb 
Nanoparticle 
Superlattice 

Buffer 

Threading 
Dislocations 

Device 
Layer 

Figure 6.3: Sketch demonstrating the use of a superlattice of nanoparticles in
the metamorphic layers to block dislocation threading, preventing ”line–of–
sight” to the device layer.
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Material C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C44 (GPa) ⌫

RE–As Rocksalt
LuAs 183.38 31.85 61.48 0.148
LaAs 184.39 34.62 34.62 0.158
GdAs 164.71 42.74 42.74 0.206
III–V Zincblende
InAs 83.44 45.4 39.5 0.35
GaSb 88.3 40.2 43.2 0.31

Table 6.1: Elastic constants for selected RE–V and III–V materials.

6.2 Strain–e↵ects of RE–V Nanostructures in III–V Ma-
trices

Two related strategies are explored in this research, exploring the e↵ect

of using highly–strained nanoparticles versus closely lattice–matched nanopar-

ticles. The two materials systems explored are GaSb epitaxy on GaAs using

ErSb/GaSb superlattices for metamorphic bu↵er layers, and InAs epitaxy on

GaAs using LuAs/InAs superlattices. ErSb/GaSb are closely lattice matched

at ⇠0.2%, while LuAs/InAs are highly mismatched at ⇠7%. In the closely

lattice–matched case, the di↵ering properties of the rocksalt RE–V and the

zincblende III–V may assist in dislocation blocking and filtering. A summary

of the elastic constants of the material systems is found in Table 6.1. In

the highly–mismatched nanoparticle/matrix case (i.e. LuAs/InAs) the dislo-

cations could potentially assist in forming misfit dislocations at the tensile–

strained nanoparticle interface. The localized pseudomorphic strain energy of

the LuAs nanoparticle embedded in InAs may be su�cient to exceed the min-

imum threading energy of a 60� dislocation, thus forming a misfit dislocation
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and relieving the strain in the nanoparticle Because the RE–V nanoparticles

form through an embedded growth mode, [72] it is of interest to understand

how the defective growth surface a↵ects the location of nanoparticle forma-

tion; whether the weakened bonds around defects will increase the probability

of nanoparticle formation at those locations.

6.3 InAs/GaAs using LuAs nanostructures

The investigation of LuAs/InAs superlattices metamorphically grown

on GaAs substrates uses the case of the highly–strained nanostructure/matrix

combination. We hypothesized that the higher strain energies between the

nanostructures and the matrix would have a larger e↵ect on the termination

or bending of the dislocations in the material, similar to the e↵ect observed

in the use of short–period superlattices. LuAs/InAs are ⇠7% mismatched,

where LuAs is much closer in lattice parameter to the GaAs substrate. An

investigation of the material system and growth parameters was conducted,

sweeping growth temperature, arsenic overpressures, nanoparticle size, super-

lattice spacing and periods. A study to optimize the IMF growth of InAs

on GaAs, both with and without the assistance of low bismuth surfactant

was conducted. Details of these growth conditions are found in Appendix D.

Here we will summarize the results of the investigation into the InAs/LuAs

superlattice–based metamorphic bu↵er layers.
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6.3.1 Optical Characterization Results

A limitation of the investigation into the InAs/LuAs system is that

there was not the possibility of a well–confined quantum well structure for

photoluminescence (PL) because of system limitations. Therefore, bulk InAs

layers (⇠100–400 nm) were used to measure PL, and at the end of the in-

vestigation, a thin 10 nm In0.8Ga0.2As layer was used to serve as a carrier

blocking layer to prevent recombination at the nanoparticles. It is important

to note that, regardless of if the carriers can make it to the nanoparticle layers

for recombination, in every case the PL is stronger when using the superlat-

tice than without it. A schematic is presented in Figure 6.4, indicating the

100 nm InAs 

150 nm GaAs 

X nm InAs 

10x SL:  
0.5 ML LuAs/ 20 nm InAs 

SI GaAs 

150 nm GaAs 

X nm InAs 

10x SL:  
0.5 ML LuAs/ 20 nm InAs 

SI GaAs 

10 nm InGaAs 

100 nm InAs 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.4: Layer structure for the InAs on GaAs metamorphic bu↵er investi-
gation, ”X” is a variable distance between InAs/GaAs interface and beginning
of superlattice. Layer structure (a) without InGaAs carrier blocking layer and
(b) with InGaAs carrier blocking layer.

general layer structure used for all growths in the InAs/LuAs metamorphic

investigation. Preliminary studies looked at the e↵ect of parasitic Lu in the

PL response of bulk InAs layers. It was found that InAs layers grown with

the Lu cell hot but the Lu shutter closed did not have a significant degra-

dation in PL quality. This may be because RE–Vs have been found to pin
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about the conduction band in InAs [7], but could also potentially result from

a di↵erence in system configuration between system Bravo (with erbium) and

system Echo (with lutetium). Additionally, the e↵ect of including a thin 10

nm In0.8Ga0.2As carrier blocking layer on PL response was tested using InAs

homoepitaxially grown on n–InAs substrates. The results (Figure 6.5) suggest
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Figure 6.5: Photoluminescence results for InAs metamorphic bu↵er layers with
and without an InGaAs carrier blocking layer. A insignificant improvement in
PL response is observed using the InGaAs layer.

a very small improvement in PL response for samples grown with the carrier

blocking layer with and without the presence of nanoparticle layers. Figure 6.6

presents the highest PL response metamorphic sample produced through the

series of growth parameter investigations. We compare the metamorphic sam-

ple to that of an InAs epitaxial sample, grown under normal conditions. We

observe a ⇠4x di↵erence between the response of the metamorphic sample and

that of the standard sample, and a di↵erence of 30 meV in FWHM. The im-
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Figure 6.6: Photoluminescence results for the best InAs metamorphic bu↵er
layers (with and without LuAs nanoparticle superlattice) and compared to
InAs homoepitaxy.

provement in PL response between the sample with the superlattice and the

one without is ⇠2x.

6.3.2 Structural Characterization Results

Various techniques were used to qualify an improvement in structural

quality of the metamorphics grown using the InAs/LuAs superlattices. Pri-

marily, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was relied upon to document the ef-

fect on surface roughness throughout the growth space investigation. Sample

AFM images can be seen in Figure 6.7. A distinct improvement is seen in

RMS roughness between samples grown with and without the SL structures,

with a decrease of 2x in RMS roughness achieved for the best quality sam-

ple. When compared to a standard InAs homoepitaxy sample, the smoothest
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10 nm 

-10 nm 

Control InAs on GaAs 
RMS = 2.09 nm 

InAs/LuAs SL on GaAs 
RMS = 1.04 nm 

Figure 6.7: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) results of a 5 x 5 µm scan area for
InAs metamorphic bu↵er layer samples with and without a LuAs nanoparticle
superlattice. A reduction in RMS roughness by 2x is seen with the use of the
superlattice.

Sample structure RMS roughness (nm)
0.5 ML LuAs 1.08
control no SL 2.13
InAs homoepitaxy 0.6
0.5 ML LuAs w/Bi flux 0.437
no SL w/Bi flux 0.298

Table 6.2: InAs on GaAs metamorphic bu↵er layers, AFM surface roughness.

metamorphic result (1.08 nm RMS) is rougher than homoepitaxy (⇠0.6 nm

RMS). Additionally, the AFM scans of the metamorphic samples appear to

feature pinholes at the surface, which may be result of dislocations threading

to the surface. A summary of the AFM results can be found in Table 6.2.

Plan–view TEM was conducted on various samples to correlate these

pinhole features to dislocations, as well as to study the density of defects on

the surface of samples grown with and without a SL. Figure 6.8 shows the

results from a two–beam imaging condition with g = 220 for two metamorphic
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Control InAs on GaAs InAs/LuAs SL on GaAs 

100 nm 100 nm 

Figure 6.8: Planview TEM of InAs metamorphic samples with and without a
LuAs nanoparticle superlattice. The samples were imaged under a two–beam
condition with a g = 220 vector.

samples: InAs grown on GaAs without a SL and the identical structure, but

including a 10x period SL with 0.5 ML LuAs nanoparticles. The di↵erence

between the two samples, at first glance, appears to be that the length and

density of the dislocations are very di↵erent; the sample with a SL appears to

have shorter length defects, while the sample without a SL appears to have

longer defects. A possible explanation for the di↵erence in appearance can

be seen schematically in Figure 6.9. For a dislocation that terminates at a

nanoparticle layer within the superlattice structure, the appearance of the

shortened dislocation would appear di↵erent than a dislocation that threads

through the entire TEM sample. More work should be done to look at the

plan–view TEM of samples with thicker InAs layers above the nanoparticles, as

there is an uncertainty if the 100 nm cap is su�ciently thick to avoid imaging

the nanoparticles in plan–view mode.
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Figure 6.9: Schematic of possible e↵ect leading to di↵erence in appearance
of dislocations between plan-view TEM images of InAs/GaAs metamorphic
samples with and without a LuAs nanoparticle superlattice present.

6.3.3 Future Work for InAs/LuAs on GaAs Metamorphic Bu↵ers

Preliminary results from cathodoluminscence measurements suggest

that a thicker InAs layer over the nanoparticle layers, as well as a carrier–

blocking layer, is needed to prevent carrier recombination at the SL. A carrier

blocking layer of AlAs should be implemented in order to get enough band

o↵set and create a barrier to both electrons and holes. Unfortunately, system

Echo (in which all these samples were grown) did not have aluminum loaded

at the time of the experiments. Additionally, thermal conductivity measure-

ments are needed for the nanoparticle superlattices to establish the limited to

the number of periods of nanoparticles that can be used before the thermal

conductivity of the stack drops too low to make the bu↵er useful for device

application.
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6.4 GaSb/GaAs using ErSb nanostructures

The investigation of GaSb/ErSb superlattices metamorphically grown

on GaAs substrates uses the case of the low–strained nanostructure/matrix

combination. Antimonide–based epitaxy has been found to have smoother

overgrowth, and the lattice mismatch between GaSb/ErSb is ⇠0.41%, meaning

that the nanoparticles are nearly lattice–matched to the matrix [25]. This

would allow for the inherent material properties of the rocksalt vs zincblende

to be explored for dislocation density filtering. An investigation of the material

system and growth parameters was conducted, sweeping growth temperature,

antimony overpressures, nanoparticle size, superlattice spacing and periods. A

study of the IMF of GaSb/GaAs was not conducted; rather, growth conditions

as detailed by Huang et al. were followed [31].

6.4.1 Characterization Results

As mentioned in Chapter 2, erbium parasitic incorporation drastically

e↵ects the PL response of optical layers. Appendix B goes into more detail

of the techniques for preventing the incorporation of erbium into the quan-

tum well above the metamorphic bu↵er. Unlike the InAs/LuAs on GaAs

metamorphic material system, the GaSb/ErSb on GaAs metamorphic exper-

iments did not yield any recognizable improvements. The same parameters

were swept: growth temperature, group–V overpressure, nanoparticle size and

spacing. However, in each instance, the control sample with GaSb grown using

IMF on GaAs had more PL response than any sample grown with a nanopar-
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Sample structure RMS roughness (nm)
0.5 ML ErSb 1.32
control no SL 0.643
GaSb homoepitaxy 0.2–0.6
0.5 ML SL w/Bi flux 1.12
no SL w/Bi flux 0.835

Table 6.3: GaSb on GaAs metamorphic bu↵er layers, AFM surface roughness.

ticle SL. Samples of varying SL structures as well as a control were measured

with AFM, and the results can be found in Figure 6.10. Unlike the improve-

5 nm 

-5 nm 

Control GaSb on GaAs 
RMS = 0.643 nm 

GaSb/ErSb SL on GaAs 
RMS = 1.32 nm 

Figure 6.10: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) results of 5 x 5 µm scan area
for GaSb metamorphic bu↵er layers on GaAs both with and without an ErSb
nanoparticle superlattice.

ments observed in the InAs/LuAs SL bu↵ers, the GaSb/ErSb SL bu↵ers did

not show a decrease in surface RMS roughness over the control (no SL) sample.

A summary of AFM results can be found in Table 6.3.
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6.4.2 Future Work for GaSb/ErSb on GaAs

Although the study did not yield an improvement, it may still be possi-

ble to achieve a metamorphic bu↵er in this material system. Further optimiza-

tion of the GaSb/GaAs IMF maybe improve the e↵ect that the GaSb/ErSb

SL has on dislocation filtering.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

High–quality epitaxial LuAs, LaAs and La
x

Lu1�x

As films and nanos-

tructures were grown and characterized for their structural, electrical, optical,

and plasmonic properties. An extensive study of the growth of epitaxial LaAs

on III–V substrates was conducted. Thin LuAs barrier layers were utilized to

both seed a rocksalt template as well as to provide a di↵usion barrier between

the LaAs and the III–V substrate, allowing for high-quality, single-crystalline

films to be grown. Through a sweep of alloy film compositions of the RE–

V alloy material La
x

Lu1�x

As, the ability to produce tunable epitaxial metals

was demonstrated, with a range of peak transmission spectra from near– to

mid–infrared wavelengths, plasmonic response in the mid–infrared, moderate

resistivity, and lattice–matching potential to many relevant III–V substrates.

It was shown that the RE–V alloys are strong candidates for novel plasmonic

device applications in the mid–infrared with plasma wavelengths ranging from

3–8 µm. Additionally it was demonstrated that the interband absorption

losses at the plasma frequency of La
x

Lu1�x

As, through the range of its com-

positions, are comparable to those of other emerging material technologies.

Furthermore, through a careful selection of the alloy composition, tunable

low-loss wavelength windows were achieved.
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An investigation was conducted into the use of RE–V nanostructure su-

perlattices towards the reduction of dislocation density in highly–mismatched

III–V systems. The e↵ect on material quality, as characterized by photolu-

minescence (PL) spectroscopy, surface RMS roughness, and plan-view trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM), was studied for two instances of highly–

mismatched III–V material systems. For the InAs/GaAs system, the use of

LuAs nanoparticle superlattices was shown to improve PL intensity by 2⇥

and decrease surface RMS roughness by 50% over the control (no superlattice)

sample, and was additionally only 4⇥ lower in PL intensity than InAs bulk ho-

moepitaxy. Furthermore, the surface roughness was reduced by an additional

order of magnitude through the implementation of bismuth-assisted surfactant

epitaxy, while the PL intensity was unchanged. For the GaSb/GaAs system,

the use of ErSb nanoparticle superlattices did not result in improvement over

the control sample. In fact, the results from the GaSb/ErSb on GaAs system

were surprisingly di↵erent than those of the InAs/LuAs on GaAs system, yield-

ing potential information about the nature of the dislocation filtering possible

using the RE–V nanoparticle superlattice metamorphic bu↵er layers.

By continuing the RE–V materials investigation into the growth and

characterization of GdAs, we may be able answer an important question about

the nature of the growth issues concerning LaAs on III–V substrates. GdAs

grows in a single rocksalt phase, yet it also has a very similar enthalpy of

formation as GdGa and GdIn. The growth of GdAs on III–V could therefore

elucidate the underlying mechanisms that lead to the formation of poor–quality
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polycrystalline LaAs when it is grown directly on GaAs and InAs substrates.

Additionally, the RE–V alloys merit further investigation, and work towards

the growth of quaternary RE–V alloys is underway. Through the growth and

characterization of LaGdLuAs, the electrical, optical and plasmonic properties

can be decoupled from the lattice parameter of the alloy. This would open the

door to fully tunable, designer epitaxial metallic films and nanostructures.
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Appendix A

Bismuth growth

The growth of epitaxial bismuth on silicon (111) 7x7 substrates is well

documented, showing successful growth of the bismuth (001) crystalline ori-

entation at room–temperature [80], [70], [30], [54]. The growth of bismuth

(001) is preceded by an intermediate {012} auxiliary phase, as shown in Fig-

ure A.1 [54]. The transition from the intermediate {012} phase to the bulk

(a) (b) 

Figure A.1: Phase transition between (a) {012} allotrope phase to (b) the
(001) crystalline structure.

bismuth (001) phase occurs within 4–7 monolayers (ML) of growth. RHEED

observations made during the growth of bismuth are shown in Figure A.2.

3” silicon (111) epi–ready wafers were prepared for growth by a RCA 1

clean followed by an HF dip cleaning process in order to passivate the wafers

with hydrogen. The wafers were immediately loaded into vacuum (<30 min
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Figure A.2: Reflection high–energy electron di↵raction (RHEED) patterns of
the growing Bi surface.

post–HF dip) in order to maintain passivation. Full wafers were used due to

both the di�culty of cleaving these wafers into pieces, and concerns about the

possible outgassing of 1
4 wafer faceplates at the high temperatures required for

silicon wafer deOx. The wafer trolley was baked at a lower load chamber lamp

temperature of 350 �C (as opposed to a normal 450 �C bake) for 3 hours. After

lamp bake, the wafers were transferred into the bu↵er chamber and baked at

450 �C on the heater station for ⇠1 hour. No atomic hydrogen was used during

the clean, as the author did not find this to be beneficial.

After the bu↵er chamber bake, the sample was loaded onto the CAR

and baked facing away from the source flange for 10 minutes at 450 �C. Once

the away bake was finished, the sample was rotated towards growth position
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and RHEED was observed in order to characterize the silicon surface. A 1x1

pattern was seen using RHEED gun settings of 1.55 A, 11 kV. The substrate

temperature was raised (at 60 �C/min) to 800 �C, thermocouple temperature

(⇠600 �C pyrometer). During this heating process, the wafer was rotated

to position it at the 1x orientation (in order to later observe the 7x7 recon-

struction). The substrate is then raised until the pyrometer reads ⇠765 �C

(between 960–990 �C thermocouple). It is extremely important that the CAR

rotation is STOPPED during this heating process, as the bearings are temper-

ature sensitive and will degrade if rotated at the elevated temperature. The

substrate should be held at the optimal deOx temperature for ⇠15 minutes.

A faint 7x7 might be observable, but not necessarily. The substrate is then

cooled to room temperature (⇠60 � C

min

). This process takes about ⇠1.5 hours

as the CAR must cool down to ⇠30 �C before growth can be started. To avoid

having residual arsenic in the chamber deposit on the cooling substrate, the

CAR is pointed up into the cryoshroud, once the temperature drops below 800

�C thermocouple (to avoid bearing damage, do not move it before then).

The room temperature substrate is then set back to growth position,

and growth begins. It is a good idea to rotate the substrate at ⇠5–10 rpm to

ensure uniformity of deposition over the full 3 wafer. A growth rate of 0.106

Å/sec (0.0236 ML/sec) corresponds to a Bi BEP flux of 5E�8 Torr, and was

calibrated using an XTEM measurement of a thick film of bismuth. . Wafers

are characterized ex situ using X–ray di↵raction (XRD), scanning electron mi-

croscopy (SEM), and vdP structures for electrical characterization. The XRD
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!–2✓ spectra of a 15 nm film of bismuth is shown in Figure A.3. No spurious

Figure A.3: X–ray di↵raction (XRD) !2–✓ spectra of 15 nm of bismuth grown
on Si (111) substrate.

peaks appear, suggesting crystalline growth. Kiessig fringes (see Section 3.5.3)

can be used to approximate film thicknesses, and can be verified using SEM.

A study of bismuth oxidation was done to look at the oxide thickness, and

the merits of using a controlled oxidation process. A controlled oxidation was

conducted using UHP O2 located on the load chamber of the system, with

a variable leak value to control flow. Two samples were grown, one with an

arsenic cap (see Section B.1), and one uncapped bismuth sample, both of nom-

inally the same thickness. A dose of 1E�6 Torr O2 at room temperature for

1 hour was used on both samples loaded onto the wafer trolley. The samples

were measured using the XRD; the peaks are compared in Figure A.4 along

with a sample of equal thickness though oxidize uncontrollably through the
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Figure A.4: X–ray di↵raction (XRD) !2–✓ spectra of bismuth samples that
were controllably oxidized before removing from vacuum, grown with and with-
out an arsenic protective cap, compared with a sample that was uncontrollably
oxidized

venting/removing the trolley from the chamber. The plot shows the degra-

dation of the sample that was oxidized uncontrollably, and additionally gives

an idea as to the thickness of the oxide formed by the controlled oxidation.

Because of the limited resolution of the XRD, we can estimate that the oxide

is <5 nm thick, as the di↵erence in samples with/without the arsenic cap is

unnoticeable.
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Appendix B

RE–V growth

This appendix contains additional notes on RE–V growth. Other re-

sources for RE–V growth can be found in J.M.O Zide’s doctoral thesis [92],

J.D. Zimmerman’s doctoral thesis [93], and Crook et al. [13]. A detailed study

on the use of protective arsenic caps can be found in M.A. Wistey’s doctoral

thesis [87].

B.1 Erbium management techniques

Crook et al., reported a technique for preventing erbium incorporation

into optical layers of his layer structures [13]. However, this technique also

involves cycling the erbium cell temperature for each growth. In order to

avoid inducing thermal stress into the erbium cell, we developed an alternative

technique for minimizing erbium incorporation into the optical layers of a

sample structure. The following growth technique resulted in a PL intensity

equivalent to that of a quantum–well control structure (erbium cell cold, no

Sb–cap). (Samples B122012A–D). The process is as follows: 1 nm GaSb is

grown over the final layer of nanoparticles (0.5 ML ErSb). The sample is then

cooled to below 100 �C thermocouple temperature under a Sb–overpressure,
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and then held at 100 �C for an additional 30 minutes. This results in an Sb–cap

forming to protect the sample as it is removed from the growth chamber and

transferred to the trolley in the bu↵er chamber. All samples using erbium are

grown in succession and Sb–capped. After erbium use is complete, the erbium

cell is cooled down to its idle temperature (400–500 �C). The Sb–capped sample

is returned to the growth chamber, and the Sb–cap is blown o↵ by elevating the

substrate temperature under an Sb–overpressure. The substrate is elevated to

just under deOx temperature to encourage Er–migration to the nanoparticles

through the thin 1 nm GaSb cap. We leave the sample at ⇠520 �C pyro for

10 minutes, then return the sample to growth temperature and proceed with

growth as normal.

B.2 RE–V RHEED oscillations

Because of the slow growth rates of the RE–Vs on III–V, RHEED

oscillations take a much longer time to collect. Additionally, unless the samples

are grown on closely matched substrates, the RE–V film will relax and roughen,

disallowing clear RHEED oscillations to be measured. We found the best

conditions for measuring LuAs RHEED oscillations on GaAs substrates to be

465 �C thermocouple temperature (below readability of pyrometer). For a cell

temperature of 1330 �C, we expect a flux of 5E�8 Torr BEP, and use an arsenic

overpressure of 2E�6 Torr BEP.
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RE–V III–V Substrate
Temperature
(�C)

Max ML deposition

LuAs GaAs 530 1.8
LuAs InGaAs 490 1.2 (for 30x SL)
LaAs GaAs 530 0.25
La0.05Lu0.95As GaAs 510 1 (no higher tried)
La0.1Lu0.9As GaAs 510 1 (no higher tried)

Table B.1: Overgrowth of RE–V nanostructures.

B.3 Overgrowth of RE–V nanostructures

This section is a documentation of the possible depositions of RE–V

nanostructures that resulted in high–quality III–V overgrowth. These values

are growth condition dependent, specifically on growth temperature. This is by

no means a complete list, but rather a compilation of findings throughout the

investigations conducted during the thesis research. Table B.1. is a summary

of the results to date. We report the maximum percentage of La in La
x

Lu1�x

As

that can be overgrown with a nanoparticle size of 1.0 ML, to be 25% La.
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Appendix C

TEM sample preparation and imagining

This appendix is dedicated to a brief overview of basic sample prepa-

ration and imaging conditions. The sample preparation is specific to III-V

materials, and by no means a comprehensive guide to all sample preparation

techniques. The alignment and imaging instructions correspond specifically to

the FEI TECHNAI system found at the Microelectronic Research Center at

UT at Austin. Every TEM system will have its own particular configuration,

but the following instructions can be used as generic guidelines.

C.1 TEM sample preparation

We describe here a technique for preparing samples using mechanical

lapping followed by argon ion milling of the TEM sample. For the III–V sam-

ples investigated in this dissertation, it was found that the other traditionally

used sample preparation technique, focused ion beam (FIB), was too destruc-

tive. This resulted in samples that were damaged to the point that it was not

possible to find undamaged lattice sites for HR–TEM imaging.
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C.1.1 Creating TEM samples

The wafer sandwich is prepared by cleaving 2 pieces of the sample to

be imaged of ⇠1 cm x 0.25 cm. Additionally, two pieces of equal size of a

dummy wafer (same substrate as sample) should be cleaved. The wafer pieces

are stacked such that the epi–layers of the sample are glued together and the

dummy pieces are glued on outside of this inner sandwich. The glue used is M–

Bond 610 (P/N 16039), which has a limited shelf-life and should additionally

be refrigerated. The wafer pieces should be flush on the edges, though if the

pieces are of slightly di↵erent sizes, at least one of the long edges should be

flush. To secure the sandwich while it cures, a metallic binder clip can be used.

The sandwich should be cured on a hot-plate over medium heat for about an

hour.

C.1.2 Mechanical lapping

The process of mechanical lapping varies depending on the sample sub-

strate. For more delicate samples, eg. InAs or GaSb, the wafer lapping process

will progress quickly and care must be taken to avoid over-thinning and losing

the wafer sample. That being said, the basic procedure is the same. The

wafer sandwich is mounted on the lapping tool using crystal bond wax and

care should be taken to ensure that the sample is mounted on flat to the lap-

ping chuck. The technique involves removing the majority of the material with

coarser grit, and then stepping down the grit size until a mirror-smooth polish

is achieved. Each side must be milled down in turn, so it is important to not
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remove too much material when lapping side one. A “figure 8” pattern should

be used with the tool so as to not create directional lapping marks in the

sample. The grit paper used is as follows (from coarse to fine): 600, 800, 1000,

1200 paper (SiC paper from Ted Pella). The final step is an alumina slurry

(0.3 µm) on a cloth lapping velvet for at least 10 minutes (Slurry: Buehler

Micropolish II). A drop micrometer zeroed-out to the lapping chuck provides

an approximate reading the of the sample thickness. In general, a sample will

end up being ⇠40 µm thick at the end of the total lapping process.

Once the sample is thinned down, it must be mounted to a copper

“grid” to provide it with structural support. This is most easily done under a

microscope, and using epoxy (P/N 04001 Hardman Adhesives) to adhere the

sample to the copper grid (P/N 1GC10H from Ted Pella) and cured on a hot

plate. The sample can then be removed from the lapping chuck by soaking it

in acetone (or by heating it up on a hot plate and sliding it o↵).

C.1.3 Argon ion milling

The argon ion milling procedure depends on the system being used. In

general, the lower the angle and the lower the voltage used, the less damaged

the sample will be and the larger the transparency area. However, this is a

balance with how long each sample should take to prepare. A general milling

recipe is as follows:

1. 4.0 kV (both guns) at ± 10� until a small hole is visible in the sample
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2. 3.5 kV (both guns) at ± 10� until the small hole begins to open slightly

3. 3.5 kV (both guns) at ± 9� until the small hole begins to open slightly

(5 min)

C.2 TEM alignment and imaging techniques

What follows is a basic description of the parts of the FEI TECHNAI

system, as well as basic alignment techniques for acheiving TEM zone-axis

and two-beam imaging conditions. Figure C.1(a) shows a basic overview of a

transmission electron microscope.

1. Parts of the microscope:

(a) Condenser aperture #1

i. Controls spot size (1-9), we generally use spot size 3 for XTEM

imaging

ii. Increasing this spot size will change the crossover point, and

brings it closer to the lens

(b) Condenser aperture #2

i. Changes x, y position

ii. Controls number of electrons going through to the sample by

controlling size of the aperture

(c) Condenser aperture #3
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Figure C.1: Schematic of a transmission electron microscope (TEM) column,
indicating the locations of the di↵erent lens and imaging and di↵raction planes.
(Image credit: http://www.microscopy.ethz.ch/)
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i. Controls brightness

ii. Focus/defocus, changing current density/solid angle of beam

(d) Sample

i. Sample is mounted on a Gatan two-axis sample holder

(e) Objective aperture

i. Adjusts the focus, moving the crossover point

ii. The point where you lose focus of the sample is where the focal

plane is for high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)

iii. Di↵erent size apertures will accomplish di↵erent goals: the

smaller the aperture, the more contrast, but the sample will

have much less intensity (less brightness).

(f) Di↵raction aperture

i. Aperture also known as ”Selective area di↵raction (SAD)”

ii. Allows for selection of specific location for sampling di↵raction

information, aperture must be smaller than the object of inter-

est

iii. Important for the aperture selected for use is centered on screen

to ensure best beam quality

iv. Smaller apertures make for better contrast, however they also

have lower intensity and can result in lower resolution

(g) Intermediate lenses
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i. Di↵raction mode is the projection of the back focal plane

ii. Magnification mode projects the image plane

(h) Fluorescent screen

(i) CCD camera

(j) Dial-trays (Identifying the buttons on the microscope dial trays)

i. Z-axis: height of the sample (rough alignment)

ii. Eucentric focus

iii. Wobbler: used for finding the height of the sample (more detail

later)

iv. Di↵raction: projects the back focal plane onto the phosphores-

cent screen (di↵raction mode)

v. Dark field: Can be used for highlighting defects, will tilt the

beam to a secondary position to allow for an alternate di↵rac-

tion spot to be used for imaging (two-beam imaging mode)

vi. Magnification: multiple magnitudes of magnification available

for large area imaging as well as lattice-resolution

vii. Focus: lower ring is for adjusting the step size of the tuning in

the upper ring (focus step)

viii. Right trackball: sample position

ix. Left trackball: location of beam in the center of the screen

x. Numbered buttons: L1 dims monitors, L2 is the alpha wobbler

for optimizing eucentric height, L3 reduces spot size, R1 moves
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the phosphorescent screen up and down, R2 resets the defocus,

R3 increases spot size.

xi. Intensity knob: changes the intensity of the beam. The beam

should always decrease in diameter when the knob is turned

CCW

xii. Exposure: can adjust the exposure time in order to allow for

the di↵raction pattern to be imaged (this must be done very,

very carefully!)

xiii. Alpha and Beta: rotate and tilt the sample, will be used for ad-

justing the axis of the sample to achieve the desired di↵raction

condition (on-axis vs two-beam condition)

2. Workset tabs (on Microscope Control):

(a) Set-up tab: adjusts the vacuum conditions. Column pressure should

be <20 log for imaging (6 log is the minimum on this system). High

tension for the gun is 200 keV.

(b) Search tab: Overview of the specimen, position of the sample with

respect to the imaging plane, wobbler for finding the eucentric

height of the imaging plane. IMPORTANT: the holder must be

RESET before removing it from vacuum (reset is found in the slide

out tray from the stage-tab).

(c) Gun tab: has all direct alignments list, and also has the saved preset

conditions (base alignments).
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(d) Beam tab

(e) Tune tab: can adjust the condenser stigmator (achieve round beam

shape) and objective stigmator (achieve round FFT shape)

3. Gun panel:

(a) On/O↵: should be red when gun is on

(b) Vacuum: ON

(c) HT (high-tension): ON

4. Loading samples:

(a) Turn on turbo, wait until the light is yellow (it is roughening out

the air trap)

(b) Open the vacuum overview in the lower right hand corner of the

microscope control software

(c) Align the sample holder as seen in Figure ??(a).

(d) Insert straight in until it stops, system should start a 90 second

timer (on vacuum overview)

(e) At the end of the countdown, rotate the sample CCW, holding the

sample tightly but inserting it gently. Vacuum will spike during

rotation, be careful to not let it get too high (pause the rotation,

wait for it to come back down)

(f) Connect the cord, put cable in the clip, select ”FEI double tilt” in

the specimen holder drop-down list
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Align pin on sample holder 
with screw on load lock 

Figure C.2: Figure showing the loading technique for the Gatan two-axis sam-
ple holder into the the FEI TECHNAI TEM system.

(g) NOTE: the sample cannot be removed unless the sample is reset to

zero AND the column valves are closed (yellow).

(h) Opening sample to column

i. Check column pressure is < 20 log

ii. Turn o↵ turbo, open column valve

iii. Find sample on screen using the trackball (note sample position

in set-up register)

iv. Proceed to eucentric height alignment.

5. Finding eucentric height:

(a) Lower magnification to 15500x (then repeat steps at higher magni-

fication)

(b) Move beam onto sample

(c) Reduce beam size to cross-over point (where expansion of beam

changes from CCW to CW)
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(d) Adjust the z-axis to get the di↵raction spots at cross-over point

merge into a single point, then move to a di↵erent location on the

sample and repeat the same process

(e) Reset the eucentric focus (zero-out) by pressing ”eucentric focus”

button, then repeat the z-axis adjustment at the cross-over point

(should not get multiple spots)

(f) Adjust the alpha wobbler

i. At lower magnification, enable alpha-wobbler (in menu or on

dial tray)

ii. Adjust the z-axis until the sample features do not move, press

alpha-wobbler to stop

iii. Press eucentric focus, then repeat eucentric height adjustment

and zero-out once more.

6. Basic alignment:

(a) Select base alignment in the gun menu, FEG Registers

(b) FInd the beam (adjust magnification, reduce beam intensity, move

left trackball to find the edge of beam)

(c) Find vacuum and increase magnification to 115 kx

(d) Check beam roundness using condenser stigmator, use the circular

markers on phosphorescent screen to help guide.
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(e) Check centering of the beam and use condenser # 2 to adjust the x,

y position of the beam (want the beam to expand evenly on screen,

will hit edges at the same time)

(f) Direct alignments: in Gun tab (ONLY use multifunction knobs,

not trackball to steer beam). Go through list at least twice in order

until each item is stable.

i. Beam PPX: will induce wobble, use multifunction x,y to get a

steady beam

ii. Beam PPY: will induce wobble, use multifunction x,y to get a

steady beam

iii. Beam shift: use multifunction x,y to bring beam to center of

the screen, if the beam disappears, reduce magnification until

you can find it and bring it to center while increasing mag again

iv. Rotation center: beam needs to open/close concentrically

v. Coma-free PPX: will induce wobble, use multifunction x,y to

get a steady beam

vi. Coma-free PPY: will induce wobble, use multifunction x,y to

get a steady beam

(g) Gun alignment: iterate through these three items until the beam is

stable. Make sure to select “DONE” in gun menu before going to

condenser, and to select “NONE” on condenser menu before going

back to gun alignment menu.
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i. Gun tilt: reduce beam diameter until it is a bright dot, make

sure the center of the dot is the concentration of the intensity.

Adjust with multifunction x,y

ii. Beam shift: center beam with multifunction x,y

iii. Condenser stigmator: adjust to make beam circular.

(h) Gun shift: iterate between these two items until beam is stable.

Adjust magnification to find beam if it drifts out of screen. Be

careful to di↵erentiate when the trackball is used and when the

beam should be moved by the multifunction x,y knobs.

i. Gun shift: increase magnification to 360 kx, center beam using

trackball, increase spot size to 9 (using R3), center with track-

ball, adjust intensity knob to get bright spot, reduce spot size

to 1 (or 3 if using spot size 3 for imaging)

ii. Beam shift: use multifunction x,y to center beam, then click

“DONE”

iii. Iterate until switching from Gun shift to Beam shift automat-

ically centers the beam.

7. Preparing a gain reference:

(a) Spread beam to 3/4 of the screen, set magnification to 115 kx, find

vacuum

(b) Lift screen, select Gatan CCD in the Camera-tab
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(c) Select “preview” , then “acquire”, then in the drop-down “camera”

menu in the Digital Microscope acquisition software, select “Prepare

Gain Reference”

8. Finding zone-axis:

(a) Find sample, set focus condition:

i. Check z-axis alignment by check cross-over point (as previously

adjusted)

ii. At a large step focus setting on dial, click through until the

features of the sample (it is useful to use the epoxy) disappear,

progressing decrease the focus step size to refine the point at

which the edge of the sample/epoxy disappears

iii. Switch to di↵raction mode, adjust alpha and beta to get find

the symmetry in the Kikuchi lines. Center the pattern using

multifunction x,y

iv. Go back to imaging mode and readjust focus condition. Iterate

with di↵raction mode adjustment. Make sure the beam is still

over the sample in the location of interest (if the sample is too

thick, di↵raction spots will not be visible).

v. Increase magnification, repeat alignment

(b) This is the zone-axis for the particular location, unless the sample

is uniforming thick, then this will need to be readjusted for di↵erent

sample locations.
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9. Two-beam condition:

(a) This is a generic method for getting into a two-beam condition, but

is by no means complete

(b) It is a good idea to look at the specific di↵raction pattern for the

material being looked at to map out which spots will give the desired

two-beam condition. http://emaps.mrl.uiuc.edu/

(c) In di↵raction mode: expand the di↵raction pattern using beta and

tilt with alpha until the two brightest spots are the main di↵raction

spot (center) and a second beam

(d) Once the two beams are chosen, move the pattern to the center of

the screen using multifunction x,y.

(e) Using the objective aperture around the two-beam spots (on the

main spot for bright-field TEM and secondary spot for dark-field

TEM) to reduce the number of di↵racted planes used for generating

the resulting image.

10. Removing sample from vacuum:

(a) Reset sample holder (in flap out menu from set-up configuration)

(b) Close column valves

(c) If reloading another sample, turn on turbo pump

(d) Slowly pull back on sample holder until it stops, then rotate is CW

until it stops (GENTLY), then very carefully pull it all the way
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out of vacuum. This can be tricky, so make sure you are trained

properly by a super-user before attempting this alone.
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Appendix D

InAs IMF

D.1 Growth conditions

Growth conditions for growing InAs on GaAs are detailed in this ap-

pendix. The InAs growth on GaAs was conducted very near stoichiometry,

in order to replicate the virtual surfactant e↵ect observed by Trampert et

al. [82], [83] When the samples went into In–rich conditions (too little arsenic

overpressure), the sample became zebra–striped in appearance. After 150 nm

GaAs bu↵er grown on an S.I. GaAs substrate, the substrate temperature was

lowered to ⇠430 �C (510–530 �C thermocouple). A low arsenic overpressure

of 5x As:In BEP ratio was used for the initial 6 nm of InAs growth, then was

raised to 8x As:In BEP ratio for the duration of the growth. Upon initiation

of the InAs growth on GaAs, slight faceting is observed in the RHEED, but

should streak out in the initial 6–8 nm of growth. This is di↵erent than what is

observed when growing InAs at a high–arsenic overpressure (15x BEP), where

the RHEED will remain spotty for the initial ⇠50 nm of growth. Figure D.1

shows the transition from GaAs to InAs as observed in RHEED. The substrate

temperature will rise with InAs deposition (InAs has a smaller bandgap, there-

fore absorbs more IR), the grower should lower the thermocouple temperature

to maintain a constant pyrometer temperature at 430 �C.
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InAs 4x GaAs 2x GaAs 4x InAs 2x 

Figure D.1: RHEED images showing (left) GaAs 2x and 4x patterns, and
(right) InAs 2x and 4x patterns that appear after 6 nm of InAs deposition.

D.2 Bismuth–mediated growth of InAs on GaAs

A study utilizing bismuth assisted surfactant epitaxy (BASE) was con-

ducted for growing InAs on GaAs. These results can be found in samples

E120705A–D. This study was motivated by works by Tournié et al. [82], [83],

and it was thought that bismuth might delay the 2D to 3D transition of

InAs growth on the highly–mismatched GaAs substrate. We began the ex-

periment by using the previously optimized growth conditions for InAs/GaAs

(E120314C), and varying the bismuth flux (ranging from 1E�8–1E�7Torr) dur-

ing InAs growth. At the growth temperatures used, the bismuth should not

have incorporated into the structure. The samples were then measured using

PL and AFM. Although the PL of the samples (not shown) did not vary signif-

icantly, the AFM measured surface RMS roughness of the samples decreased a

noticeable amount with the use of bismuth in the samples. Figure D.2 shows

the e↵ect of varying bismuth fluxes on the RMS surface roughness of InAs

growth on GaAs. Using a BEP of 1E�8 Torr bismuth during InAs growth

reduced the surface roughness from 2.4 nm to <0.6 nm, very similar to InAs
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5 nm 

-5 nm 

InAs on GaAs  
 w/1E-8 Torr Bi 
RMS = 0.243 nm 

InAs on GaAs no Bi 
RMS = 2.48 nm 

Figure D.2: AFM measurements of a 5 x 5 µm scan area of InAs grown
metamorphically on GaAs substrates, with and without a bismuth flux. The
surface roughness of the InAs epitaxy is reduced by 10x by the use of 1E�8Torr
of Bi.

homoepitaxy. However, when we look at the AFM images, we see what ap-

pears to be mosaic patterns and screw dislocations. This suggests that, while

smoothing out the surface by over 2x, the presence of bismuth on the surface

may lead to more dislocations forming.

D.3 Bismuth–mediated growth of InAs/LuAs superlat-
tices on GaAs

Based on the results of utilizing BASE for InAs on GaAs growth, we

took the study a further step by using bismuth during InAs/LuAs superlattice

growth on GaAs. We looked at the e↵ect of having bismuth present during

IMF growth, near the nanoparticles, and only during InAs bulk layer growth.

Representative samples of these experiments are E120726A–B, E130225A–C,
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Sample structure RMS roughness (nm)
with SL, no Bi 1.08
with SL, with Bi throughout 0.441
with SL, with Bi around nps 0.472
with SL, with Bi around SL 0.647
no SL, no Bi 2.48
no SL with Bi 0.243

Table D.1: AFM data for InAs metamorphic samples grown with and without
bismuth–assisted epitaxy.

E130228A–D. No significant di↵erence was observed in the PL intensity for

any of the samples. Although care was taken to prevent bismuth from pos-

sibly incorporating at the nanoparticles (E130228A,B), no real di↵erence was

seen in any of the samples when compared to the control. Like the InAs/GaAs

samples, the AFM measured surface roughness decreased with the use of bis-

muth during growth, from ⇠1.08 nm to ⇠0.4–0.6 nm. Table D.1 presents the

data for the surface roughness of samples grown with and without BASE.
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